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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to assess the performance of proposal cogeneration power
plant by calculating the saved energy due to the change of the electrical demand at the
electrical network.
The main components of cogeneration plant include the gas turbine and steam turbine
units. The gas turbine produces the major part of the developed power, while the steam
turbine produces the other one part depending on the electrical load requirements.
The gas turbine unit operates according to the corresponding air cycle (Brayton cycle)
including reheating process between high pressure turbine (HPT) and low pressure
turbine (LPT), intercooling process between high pressure compressor (HPC) and low
pressure compressor (LPC).
The steam turbine represents the second component of cogeneration plant. Where the
input heat is obtained by energy recovery of the exhaust gases from LPT of the gas
turbine unit. This occurs by using steam generator, the function of steam generator is
to generate the steam in the steam cycle before it expands in the steam turbine. A
regenerative cycle with open feed water heater is used to warm the feed water before
entering the steam generator, the regenerative process aims to enhance the steam cycle
efficiency and remove the desolved gases.
The output power from plant will be decreased due to decrease electrical load demand
from full load to part load, because at reduced electrical power demand, part of the
steam generated can be used to produce desalted water.
In the present research work, an exergy analysis of proposal cogeneration power plant
at different operating conditions is carried out. A parametric study is made to
investigate the effect of steam turbine pressure, extraction pressure, condenser pressure
and desalination unit on exergy efficiency and exegy destruction for the whole plant.
The mathematical model carried out by using computer software (MATLAB).
The results show that the second law efficiency increases form 40.78 % to 52.87 % at
minimum load.
Moreover, the second law efficiency increases with the increase in the pressure of
extraction, where, it increases from 52.87 % at 4 bar to 53.95 % at 6 bar.
I

The second law efficiency increases with the increase in the steam pressure, the result
shows that the second law efficiency increases from 56.5 % at steam pressure of 50 bar
to 57 % at pressure of 70 bar. Also, the second law efficiency decreases with the
increase in the condenser pressure, the result shows that the second law efficiency
decreases from 57 % at condenser pressure 0.1 bar to 55.76 % at condenser pressure
0.3 bar.

II

ملخص
ذقذًاىشعاىحذسيٍالًذشٍىدٌْاٍٍناًىَسؽحذىىٍذٍشرشكٍثٍْاًػيى أعاطاىقاّىُاىثاًّىيذٌْاٍٍنااىسشاسٌح
()exergyورىلىَؼشفحٍصادساىفقذفًاىَسؽحوإٍناٍّحذقيٍيها.
وقذثٌاقرشاذّظاًاىرىىٍذاىَشرشكتاعرخذاً وزذجاىرشتٍِاىغاصيوزذجاىرشتٍِاىثخاسيومزىلوزذج
اىرسيٍح,ذؼَووزذجاىرشتٍِاىغاصيزغةدوسجتشاٌرىُتاإلظافحإىىػَيٍحإػادجاىرغخٍِومزىل
ػَيٍحاىرثشٌذاىثًٍْ,مَاذَثووزذجاىرشتٍِاىثخاسياىدضءاىثاًّىيَسؽحاىَقرشزحتسٍثذعاف
اىسشاسجىىزذجاىرشتٍِاىثخاسيػِؼشٌقاىؽاقحاىسشاسٌحاىَغرشخؼحٍِػىادًاىرشتٍِاىغاصيوٌرٌ
رىلػِؼشٌقاعرخذاًٍىىذاىثخاس,ذرعَِوزذجاىرشتٍِاىثخاسيػَيٍحاالعرْضافورىلىرسغٍِ
اىنفاءجوؼشداىغاصاخاىذائثحفًٍٍآاىرغزٌح.
وتاألخزفًاالػرثاسؼثٍؼحٍْسْىاىرسٍَوىيشثنحاىنهشتائٍحىزافئُاىقذسجاىَْردحٍِاىَسؽحذْخفط
ترْاقصٍرؽيثاخاىقذسجاىنهشتائٍح,وػيىهزااألعاطفئُخضءاىثخاساىضائذٌغرخذًإلّراجاىٍَآ
اىَسالجٍِخالهٍسؽحذسيٍحػَوتؽشٌقحاىرأثٍشاىَرؼذداىَشازو.
فًهزٓاىشعاىحذٌإخشاءذسيٍواىَرازٍحىيَسؽحاىَقرشزحومزىلدساعحاىؼىاٍواىرشغٍيٍحاىَخريفحواىرً
ذرَثوفًذأثٍشظغػاىرشتٍِاىثخاسيوظغػاالعرْضافوظغػاىَنثفوّغثحاالّعغاغىيرشتٍِ
اىغاصيومزىلذأثٍشاعرخذاًوزذجاىرسيٍحػيىمفاءجاىقاّىُاىثاًّواىفاقذفًاىَرازٍحىناٍو
اىَسؽح,زٍثأُإخشاءاىردشتحػيىٍثوهزااىَىظىعىٍظتاألٍشاىثغٍػ,ىزاىقذذٌاػرَادأعيىب
اىَساماجورىلتئػذاداىَْىرجاىشٌاظًىؼَيٍحذىىٍذاىقذسجاىنهشتائٍحوستؽهاتازرٍاخاخاىشثنحووزذج
اىرسيٍحوذٌرىلتاعرخذاًتشّاٍح(اىَاذالب.)7.1
وقذتٍْداىذساعحٍاٌيى:
-مفاءجاىقاّىُاىثاًّىيذٌْاٍٍنااىسشاسٌحذضدادٍِ %40.78إىى %52.87ورىلػْذادًّزَوفً
اىشثنحاىنهشتائٍحواعرخذاًوزذجاىرسيٍح
اسذفاعظغػاالعرْضافٍِاىرشتٍِاىثخاسيٌؤديإىىصٌادجمفاءجاىقاّىُاىثاًّىيذٌْاٍٍنااىسشاسٌح. اسذفاعظغػاىثخاساىذاخوإىىاىرشتٍِاىثخاسيٌؤديإىىصٌادجمفاءجاىقاّىُاىثاًّىيذٌْاٍٍنااىسشاسٌحىيَسؽح.
 اسذفاعظغػاىَنرفٌؤديإىىاّخفاضفًمفاءجاىقاّىُاىثاًّىيذٌْاٍٍناىيَسؽح.
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Chapter (I)
Introduction
In general usage the term „„combined cycle power plant” describes the
combination of gas turbine generator(s) (Brayton cycle) with turbine exhaust waste
heat boiler(s) and steam turbine generator(s) (Rankine cycle) for the production of
electric power [1].
Cogeneration or Combined Heat and Power (CHP) are defined as the sequential
generation of two different forms of useful energy from a single primary energy source
i-e, mechanical energy and thermal energy. Mechanical energy may be used either to
drive an alternator for producing electricity, or rotating equipment such as motor,
compressor, pump or fan for delivering various services. Thermal energy can be used
either for direct process applications or indirectly producing steam for other demands
such as desalinating water, hot water, hot air, for dryer or chilled water for process
cooling. [2].
The thermal power plants are the major source of electricity generation supply.
Conventional method of power generation to the customer is wasteful in the sense that
only about a third of the primary energy is feeding into the power plant and actually
made available to the user in the form of electricity. Conventional power plant has
efficiency is only about 35% and the remaining part of energy is lost. The major
source of losses in the conversion process is the heat rejected to the surrounding water
or air due to the inherent constraints of the different thermodynamic cycles employed
in power generation. Also, further losses of about 10-15% are associated with the
transmission and distribution of electricity in the electrical grid [2].
Thus, Cogeneration cycle provides a wide range of technologies for various domains
of economic activities. The overall efficiency of energy use in cogeneration mode can
be reached up to 85 % and may be more in some cases [2].
Also, along saving of fossil fuels, cogeneration allows to reduce the emission of
greenhouse gases (particularly CO2 emission). The production of electricity being onsite, the burden on the utility network is reduced and the transmission line losses
eliminated [2].
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Generally, to cover the network electric load, an available energy (thermal or
potential) is needed, so that it can be use to cover the overloads according to the status
of the electrical load curve. In addition, this energy will control the plant response to
the sudden changing of electrical load. And here are some methods which are
important in this filed.
Pumped storage hydroelectricity is a method of storing and producing electricity to
supply high peak demands. At times of low electrical demand, excess electrical
capacity is used to pump water into an elevated reservoir. When there is higher
demand, water is released back into the lower reservoir through a turbine, generating
hydroelectricity. Reversible turbine/generator assemblies act as pump and turbine
(usually a Francis turbine design). Between 70% and 85% of the electrical energy used
to pump the water into the elevated reservoir can be regained in this process. Some
facilities use abandoned mines as the lower reservoir, but many use the height
difference between two natural bodies of water or artificial reservoirs [3].
This system is economical as it flattens out the variations in the load on the
power grid, permitting thermal power stations such as coal-fired plants and nuclear
power plants that provide base-load electricity to continue operating at their most
efficient capacity, while reducing the need to build special power plants which run
only at peak demand times using more costly generation methods. As well as energy
management, pumped storage systems are important components in controlling
electrical network frequency and in provision of reserve generation. Also, Thermal
plants are able to respond to sudden changes in electrical demand, which cause
frequency and voltage instability. Pumped storage plants, in common with other
hydroelectric plants, can respond to these changes [4].
Considering the annual report of general electrical company for former years in Libya
for the electrical load curve which shows the load variation during day and month as
shown in Fig (1.1).[5], and load variation during the month shown in appendix
So. It is very important to get maximum use of the available energy that effects in the
efficaciousness of the plant response to the electric load change and the continuant
change of service to the customers. Here in Libya it is more convenient to have the
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available energy in a form of thermal energy, so that this thermal energy is used in one
of the application. For example desalination process.

Figure 1.1 The Libyan maximum and minimum electrical demand during
(2001 – 2007)
Exergy analysis technique is a method in which the thermodynamic performances of
energy systems are evaluated based on the second law of thermodynamics. For a
complete system analysis and optimization study of system, it is exergy analysis, not
energy analysis, which is the appropriate tool. This is because exergy, or available
energy, is the common denominator since all forms of available energy are equivalent
to each other as measures of departure from equilibrium [6].
Exergy is the maximum possible work obtainable as the system interacts to
equilibrium with heat transfer occurring with the environment only. Exergy is not
generally conserved but may be destroyed. A limiting case is when exergy should be
completely, as would occur if a system is to come into equilibrium with the
environment with no provision to obtain work [7].
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The advantage of this method is ability of evaluation of irreversibilities at different
locations and the possibility of reducing these irreversibilities in order to improve
system performance. The exergy efficiency is an accurate and more meaningful
measure of thermodynamic performance [6].
The importance of the exergy analysis comes from the fact that it combines the first
and second laws of thermodynamics to show the direct relationship that exists between
the entropy generated (irreversibilities) during an inefficient process and the
inadequate use of energy (loss of work for a power system) [6].
Exergy analysis can help for locating the system nonideal that either are not identified
or misevaluated of energy analysis such as, for example, the combustion
irreversibility[7].
The exergy balance can be used to determine the location, type, and true magnitude of
the waste of energy resources, which can play an important role in developing the
strategies for more effective fuel use [6].
Moreover, exergy analysis can be applied globally to the industrial sector, the
agricultural sector or an entire nation to develop insights concerning the location and
relative significance of key nonidealities [6].
In the present work, an exergy analysis of combined cycle power plant at different
electrical load is carried out for all components, where, the power output from plant
will be decreased due to decrease electrical load demand from peak load to base load,
one of application to maintain the plant on the hot state some of steam generated by
WHB sent to desalination unit for producing desalted water.
A parametric study is made to investigate the effect of steam pressure, process steam
extraction pressure, condenser pressure and desalination unit on exergy efficiency of
the cogeneration plant as well as its individual main components.
The present thesis consists of four chapter as follows
1- Introduction
2- Process description
3- The exergy analysis of cogeneration plant.
4- Results and discussion.
5- Conclusions
4

Although experimenting such a project would be rather difficult and costs a lot, so
simulation technique was adapted by preparing mathematical model of generating
electric energy and connecting it to the network demands and desalination unit. After
that making various numerical test to investigate the parameters affecting on the plant
as a whole.

5

Chapter (II)
Process description.
2.1 Technical options for cogeneration cycle.
Cogeneration technologies that have been widely commercialized include:
extraction/back pressure steam turbines, gas turbine with heat recovery boiler (with or
without bottoming steam turbine) and reciprocating engines with heat recovery boiler.
In the following, the main components of cogeneration cycle power plant will
discussed separately [4].

2.1.1 Steam turbine cogeneration systems
The main types of steam turbines most widely used are the back pressure and
the extraction-condensing types, see Fig (2.1). The choice between backpressure
turbine and extraction-condensing turbine depends mainly on the quantity, quality and
economic factors of power and heat. The extraction state of steam from the turbine
could be one or more, depending on the temperature and pressure levels of the steam
required for the processes [8].
Steam
Steam
Fuel
Fuel

Turbine

Turbine

Boiler

Boiler
Process

Condenser

Process
Cooling
Water

(b) Extraction-Condensing Turbine

(a) Back-Pressure Turbine

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of steam turbine cogeneration system [8].

Another variation of the steam turbine topping cycle cogeneration system is the
extraction-back pressure turbine can be employed where the end-user needs thermal
energy at two different temperature levels. The full-condensing steam turbines are
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usually incorporated at sites where heat is rejected from the process can be used to
generate electrical power.
The specific advantage of using steam turbines in comparison with the other prime
movers is the option for using a wide variety of conventional as well as alternative
fuels such as coal, natural gas, fuel oil and biomass. The power generation efficiency
of the cycle may be sacrificed to some extent in order to optimize heat supply. In back
pressure cogeneration plants, there is no need for large cooling towers. Steam turbines
are mostly used when the demand for electricity is greater than one MW up to a few
hundreds of MW. Due to the system inertia, their operation is not suitable for sites
with intermittent energy demand [8].

2.1.2 Gas turbine cogeneration systems
Gas turbine cogeneration systems can produce all or a part of the energy
requirement for the site, where the energy released at high temperature in the exhaust
stack can also be recovered for various heating and cooling applications see Fig (2.2).
Though natural gas is most commonly used, other fuels such as light fuel oil or diesel
can also be employed. The typical range of gas turbines varies from one MW to about
100 MW.
Gas turbine cogeneration has probably experienced the most rapid development in the
recent years due to the greater availability of natural gas, rapid progress in the
technology, significant reduction in installation costs, as well as better environmental
performance. Furthermore, the gestation period for developing a project is shorter and
the equipment can be delivered in a modular manner. In addition, the gas turbine has a
short start-up time and provides the flexibility of intermittent operation. Although it
has low heat for power conversion efficiency, more heat can be recovered at higher
temperatures. In cases of less heat output than that required by the user, it is possible to
have supplementary natural gas firing i.e. mixing additional fuel to the oxygen-rich
exhaust gas to boost the thermal output more efficiently.
Furthermore, if more power is required at the site, it is possible to adopt a combined
cycle that is a combination of gas turbine and steam turbine cogeneration. Hence, the
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Steam generated from the exhaust gas of the gas turbine is passed through a
backpressure or extraction-condensing steam turbine to generate the additional
required power [8].

Flue
Gases
(500 oC)

Exhaust
Heat (150 oC)
Steam

Fuel Air

Water
Boiler

Electricity

Generator
Gas Turbine

Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of gas turbine cogeneration system

2.2 Classification of cogeneration systems
Cogeneration systems are normally classified according to the sequence of
energy use and the operating schemes adopted. Where they can be classified as either,
a topping or bottoming cycle based on the sequence of energy use. In a topping cycle,
the fuel supplied is used firstly to produce the power and then thermal energy, which is
the by-product of the cycle and used to satisfy the process of heat or other thermal
requirements. Thus, topping cycle cogeneration is widely used and represents the most
popular method of cogeneration cycle. More details and specifications about top and
bottom cycles will be discussed in the following sections [9].

2.2.1Topping Cycle power
The main types of topping cycle cogeneration systems are briefly included
four types explained as.
1- The first type is a gas turbine producing electrical or mechanical power
followed by a heat recovery boiler to create steam in order to drive a secondary
steam turbine. This is called a combined-cycle topping system.
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Heat recovery
Steam generator

Combined cycle

Make up water

By-pass
stack

Condenser
Gas

Cooling
towers

Compressor
Process
steam
Exhaust
Gases
Generator

Generator
Air Filters

Gas turbine
Steam extraciton

Figure 2.3 Combined cycle topping system

2- The second type of system burns fuel (any type) to produce high-pressure steam
passing through a steam turbine to produce power with the exhaust provides lowpressure process steam. This is a steam-turbine topping system.

High
Pressure
Steam

GENERATOR
TURBINE

Low
Pressure
Steam

Figure 2.4 Steam-turbine topping system

3- The third type employs heat recovery from an engine exhaust and/or jacket cooling
system flowing to a heat recovery boiler, where it is converted to the process of steam
/ hot water for further use.
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Electricity

Jacket cooling water

Electricity
Heating

Hot water

Hot water supply

Cooling water
Heat exchanger
Steam

Generator

Diesel or
gas engine

Waste heat
Recovery boiler

Process steam

Stack

Figure 2.5 Cogeneration system

4-The fourth type is a gas-turbine topping system. Where a natural gas turbine drives a
generator. The exhaust gas goes to a heat recovery boiler that makes steam process and
heat process [9].

con
Condenser

Steam turbine
6
Exhaust gases
pump
Feed water
3
Steam
Gas turbine

Fuel
Generated
2

Air

Figure 2.6 Cogenerated system
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2.2.2 Bottoming cycle power plant.
In a bottom cycle, the primary fuel produces a high temperature thermal energy
where the rejected heat from the process is used to generate the power through the
recovery boiler and the turbine generator. Bottom cycles are suitable for
manufacturing processes that require heat at a high temperature in furnaces and kilns,
and reject heat at significantly high temperatures. Typical areas of application include
cement, steel, ceramic, gas and petrochemical industries. Bottom cycle power plants
are much less common than top cycle ones. Fig (2.7) illustrates the bottom cycle where
fuel is burnt in a furnace. The waste gases coming out of the furnace are recovered in a
boiler generating the steam, to drive the turbine producing the required electrical
demands [10].

Figure 2.7 Bottoming cycle power plant
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2.3 Factors affecting the choice of cogeneration cycle power plant.
The selection and operating scheme of a cogeneration system depend on
several factors described below:

2.3.1 Matching based on electrical load
In this case, the cogeneration plant is sized to meet the minimum electricity
demand of the site basing on the historical demand curve. The rest of the needed
power is purchased from the utility grid. The thermal energy requirement of the site
could be met by the cogeneration system only or by additional boilers. If the thermal
energy generated with the base electrical load exceeds the plant‟s demand and the
situation permits, excess thermal energy can be exported to customers [11].

2.3.2 Matching based on thermal load
Hence, the cogeneration system is sized to supply the minimum thermal energy
requirement of the site. Stand-by boilers or burners are operated during periods when
the demand for thermal load is higher. The prime mover is installed to operate at a full
load through all periods. If the electrical demand of the site exceeds that which can be
provided by the prime mover, then, the remaining amount can be purchased from the
grid. Likewise, if local laws permit, the excess electricity can be sold to the power
utility [11].

2.4 Technical parameters affecting the performance of
cogeneration cycle.
While selecting cogeneration cycle systems, one should consider some important
technical parameters that assist in defining the type and operating scheme of different
alternative cogeneration systems to be selected. The main parameters which affected
the performance of cogeneration cycle system will be discussed in the following
section [10].

2.4.1 Heat-to-power ratio
The heat-to-power ratio is one of the most important technical parameters
influencing
12

the selection of the type of cogeneration system. The heat-to-power ratio of a facility
should match with the characteristics of the cogeneration system to be installed.
This ratio is defined as the ratio of thermal energy to electricity required by the energy
consuming facility. Although it can be expressed in different units such as Btu/kWh,
kcal/kWh, lb./hr/kW, etc., here it is presented on the basis of the same energy unit
(kW).
Some values of basic heat-to-power ratios of the different cogeneration systems are
shown in Table (2.1) along with some technical parameters. The steam turbine
cogeneration system can offer a large range of heat-to- power ratios.
Table 2.1. Heat-to-power ratios and other parameters of cogeneration system [10]
Cogeneration
System

Heat-topower ratio
(kWth / kWe)

Power output
(as percent of
fuel input)

Overall efficiency
(percent)

Back-pressure
steam turbine

4.0-14.3

14-28

84-92

Extractioncondensing steam
turbine

2.0-10.0

22-40

60-80

Gas turbine

1.3-2.0

24-35

70-85

Combined cycle

1.0-1.7

34-40

69-83

Reciprocating
engine

1.1-2.5

33-53

75-85

Cogeneration cycle uses a single process to generate both electrical and usable heat or
cooling demands. The proportions of heat and power needed is varying from one site
to another, where the type of plant must be selected carefully and appropriate
operating schemes must be established to match demands as closely as possible. The
plant may therefore be set up to supply part or all of the site heat and electricity loads,
or an excess of either may be exported if a suitable customer is available. The
following Table (2.1) shows typical heat: power ratios for certain energy intensive
industries.
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Cogeneration is likely to be most attractive under the following circumstances:
a- The demand for both steam and power is balanced i.e. consistent with the range
of steam: power output ratios that can be obtained from a suitable
cogeneration plant.
b- A single plant or group of plants has sufficient demand for steam and power to
permit economies of scale to be achieved.
c- Peaks and troughs in demand can be managed or, in the case of electricity,
adequate backup supplies can be obtained from the utility company.
The ratio of heat to power required by a site may vary during different times of the day
and seasons of the year. Importing power from the grid can make up a shortfall in
electrical output from the cogeneration unit and firing standby boilers can satisfy
additional heat demand. Many large cogeneration units utilize supplementary or boost
firing of the exhaust gases in order to modify the heat to power ratio of the system to
match site loads [10].

2.4.2 Quality of the required thermal loads.
The quality of thermal energy required (temperature and pressure) also
determines the type of cogeneration system. For a sugar mill needing thermal energy at
about 120°C, topping cycle cogeneration system can meet the heat demand. On the
other hand, for a cement plant requiring thermal energy at about 1450°C, a bottoming
cycle cogeneration system can be used for both high quality thermal energy and
electricity demands of the plant [10].

2.5 Load patterns for cogeneration system.
The heat and power demand patterns of the user affect the selection (type and size)
of the cogeneration system. For instance, the load patterns of two energies consuming
facilities are shown in Fig 2.8, (i and ii) could lead to two different sizes, possibly
types also, of cogeneration systems [11].
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Figure 2.8 Different heat and power demand patterns in two factories

2.6 Grid dependent system versus independent system
A grid-dependent system has access to the grid in order to buy or sell
electricity. The grid-independent system is also known as a “stand-alone” system that
meets all the energy demands of the site. It is obvious that for the same energy
consuming facility, the technical configuration of the cogeneration system is designed
as a dependent grid system would be different from that of a stand-alone system [11].

2.7 Review of previous work
Recently, the demand for the energy has been rapidly accelerated due to the
increasing of the world population and development requirement. Thermal power
plants play an important role in many industrial and environmental problems. Now the
losses decrease of the thermal power plants and the improvement of their efficiencies
are the main objective of many researches.
The exergy analysis for a gas turbine cogeneration system is studied by Si-Doek et al
[12]. A general exergy balance equation that is applicable to the most components of
thermal system has been formulated in this study. These analyses are based on the
exergy balance equation permitting to predict the thermal efficiency of the system, the
exergy destruction in each component, the mass flow rate and finally the composition
15

and temperature of exhaust gases. They had examined the performance of a 1000 kW
gas turbine cogeneration system when it was operated at part or full load conditions
through this analysis. Also they had tested the effects of the conditions of the inlet air
such as temperature and relative humidity on the performance of the system. The
calculated values of the system performance have been compared with the actual
performance date provided by the gas turbine manufacturer. Though the study was
found that the measured data of net power and the properties of exhaust gases are in an
acceptable agreement with the simulation model where the difference was less than
3% of the value from the exergy balance equation. This may be utilized in the exergyg
economic analysis to estimate the production costs depending on various input costs in
a gas turbine cogeneration system.
The energy and exergy analysis of a combine cycle power plant is studied by Hashem
[13]. Based on both the first and second laws of thermodynamic, it was found that the
exergy analysis pinpoints the true losses in the various components of the system and
proves to be a better tool for effecting any improvement in an energy system.
Furthermore, the analysis of the combined system mode in the present work shows the
effect of the ambient temperature on the second law efficiency and exergy losses for
different components of the cogeneration power plant.
Also, a brief theoretical exegy analysis of steam power and cogeneration plants is
performed to determine the effects of different operation parameters on exergy
efficiencies for the whole plant as well as for its individual components by El-Dib
[14]. The concluded results assure that the irreversible combustion and heat transfer
processes in the boiler are the main reasons of thermodynamic inefficiency.
The results of the given analysis show that the exergy efficiency of the plant increases
with the increasing of live-steam temperature, boiler pressure and the decreasing
condenser pressure. Increasing the live steam or boiler pressure appreciably increases
exergy efficiency of the boiler whereas the exergy efficiencies for both the turbine and
the pump remain unaffected. Although the increase of condenser pressure causes a
slight increase in exergy efficiencies of boiler, turbine and pump, exergy losses in
condenser increase causing a reduction of the net work output. Thus, the exergy of
cogeneration plants increases with decreasing the extraction pressure.
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The exergy and first – law analysis of a simple power plant is studied by Huang [15].
First-law analysis shows that about 70.3% of total heat added to the system is rejected
at the condenser. This gives the impression that the main cause of inefficiency lies in
the condenser. On the other hand, the exergy shows that the exergy destruction in the
condenser is about 3.8% of total exergy input to the system. Finally, exergy analysis
shows that the main cause of thermodynamic imperfection is the exergy destruction in
the heat addition process, which is 52.7% of total exergy input to the system.
Kenneth [16] found that the main exergy losses in the steam power plant are in the
boiler. There are two sources for losses in the boiler that is due to the irreversible heat
transfer between the combustion products and the fluid in the boiler and another due to
the irreversibility of the combustion. Also, found that exergy losses of combustion are
the main cause of thermodynamic inefficiency of the boiler. For example, using
ethylene (C2H2) as combustion fuel, the exergy efficiency of combustion is nearly
73.8% and accordingly the exergy losses of combustion are 26.2% of total input
exergy of fuel.
A combined gas turbine and waste heat boiler with multi-effect desalination for
seawater are investigated by Ibrahim [17]. First and second laws of thermodynamic
analysis of the system and components are proposed and analyzed. It was shown that
the performance ratio is increased with increasing the inlet sea water temperature, the
recovery ratio, the number of effects and with the decreasing of differential
temperature between the first stage and feed water temperature and with the decreasing
heating steam temperature. A comparative system economy in terms of total annual
cost for separate and cogeneration system are carried out where; the result in saving
was about 25% from separate production.
an exergy analysis for gas/steam combined cycle , the steam injected gas turbine cycle
and regenerative gas turbine cycle by energy utilization diagrams by using graphical
exergy analysis, problem and potential for substantial improvements of exiting thermal
power system have been revealed as studied by Jin and Ishida [18]. It is clear that the
tendency to decrease the mismatch only in the middle – temperature range will not
lead to a new generation of system further research should focus on good matching in
the middle and low - temperature ranges and on the development of new kinds of
17

combustion, which decrease losses in the high – temperature range. An additional
research should be performed to lower or eliminate the dew – temperature limit caused
by sulfur erosion.
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Chapter (III)
The exergy analysis of cogeneration plant
The main components of Cogeneration plant included the gas turbine and steam
turbine. The gas turbine introduce the major part of the developed power , while the
steam turbine produce the other part depending on the quantity and quality of exhaust
products from the gas turbine .
The following section will deal with the gas and steam turbines in details including the
main parts, mathematical modeling and important methods in order to enhance the
performance of the used turbines, the study of the proposed plant will be done by split
components and then matching as a whole plant.

c

Figure 3.1 Schematic drawing of proposal cogeneration power plant
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The assumption operation data used in the proposal cogeneration power plant are
given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Operation Data of proposal cogeneration power plant

Air mass flow rate to gas turbine

250 kg/sec

low pressure compressor Inlet temperature
low pressure compressor Inlet pressure
High pressure compressor Inlet temperature
Pressure ratio of low and high pressure compressors

298 K
1.01 bar
298 K
5

High pressure gas turbine Inlet temperature

1670 K

Exhaust gases exit from steam generated temperature

433 K

Steam turbine inlet temperature

450℃

Steam extraction pressure

4 bar

Condenser pressure

0.1 bar

Desalination unit inlet temperature

143℃

Steam Turbine isentropic efficiency

0.85

Pumps isentropic efficiency
gas Turbines isentropic efficiency
Compressors isentropic efficiency

0.85
0.85
0.85

3.1 Gas turbine unit.
The gas turbine cycle operates according to gas turbine cycle with reheat and
intercooling process as shown in Fig (3.2). The main parts of gas turbine will give in
the following sub-sections.

3.1.1 Low pressure compressor.
The air enter the first compressor which is defined by low pressure compressor
at ambient conditions (T1 , P1 , ρ1) whose it exit at (T2 , P2 , ρ2) therefore.
The compressor power is given by:
WLPC = ma ∗ (h2 − h1 ), for constant specific heat cp , then
20

Figure 3.2The main components of gas turbine unit.
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Figure 3.3 Temperature–entropy diagram of the gas turbine cycle.
WLPC = ma ∗ cp ∗ (T2 − T1 )
The isentropic efficiency of low pressure compressor is defined as
ηLPC =

T2′ − T1
T2 − T1

WLPC = ma ∗ cp ∗ η

T1
LPC

γ −1
γ

∗ rp1

− 1 …………………………………………….(3-1)

Because the specific heat is a function of temperature, then it can be used as a constant
an average value.
The average value can be found as
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cP =

1
T2 -T1

*

T2
c
T1 Pa

T . dT……………………….………….…………..……..(3-2a)

Where:
cPa T =

R
Ma

. a + bT + cT 2 + dT 3 + eT 4 …………………………………..(3-2b)

a = 3.653 , b = −1.337 ∗ 103 , c = 3.294 ∗ 106 , d = −1.913 ∗ 109 , e = 0.2763 ∗ 1012

The given equation is valid in range from 300 K to 1000 K [18].

3.1.2 Intercooler between the low and high pressure compressors
Intercooling process is used to decrease the compressor work by cooling the
blowing out air from the first compression stage to the nearly same temperature of
inlet condition. It is important to note that the reducing temperature at compressor exit
leads to an additional heat requirement in combustion process i.e. more amount of fuel
is burn in order to attain the same turbine inlet temperature of a simple cycle without
intercooling process. Thus, intercooling cycle may increase the efficiency slightly due
to simultaneous increase in heat addition requirement.
The net work output from gas turbine cycle can be increased by reducing compressor
work, Multistage if compressor process with intercooling in between is one of the
approach for reducing compression work since constant pressure lines on (T-s)
diagram in Fig (3.4) verge slightly with decreasing entropy, the total work of the two
stage compressor is less than that of a single compression from state (1) to state (2")
i.e. (T2-T1) + (T4-T3) < (T2" -T1) [19]
Intercooler

Q
2

3

4
T

LPC

HPC

2"
4
2
3

1

1

S

Figure 3.4 Temperature–entropy diagram for intercooler process
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3.1.3 High pressure compresser
The air outlet from intercooler is compressed in high pressure compressor (HPC) from
(T3, P3) to (T4, P4) as seen in Fig (3.3).
The power of high pressure compressor is given by
WHPC = ma ∗ (h4 − h3 )

The isentropic efficiency of high pressure compressor is defined as
ηHPC

T4′ − T3
=
T4 − T3

WHPC = ma ∗ cP ∗ η

T3
HPC

γ −1
γ

∗ rP2

− 1 ……………………………………………… (3-3)

Where:
cP : The average specific heat capacity of air between T3 to T4 and calculated by similar
eqn (3-2a) and (3-2b)

3.1.4 Combustion chamber
In combustion process (COMB), the minimum amount of air that supplies
should be sufficient for the complete combustion of all carbon, hydrogen and other
elements in the fuel. This amount of air is called theoretical air. When complete
combustion is achieved with theoretical air fuel ratio, the products may contain
oxygen. However in actual combustion processes, excess air can be introduced to
achieve complete combustion where oxygen appears in the products of combustion in
this case.
Considering a combustion process where it takes place adiabatically with no work or
change in kinetic or potential energies, the temperature of the products of combustion
is referred to as the adiabatic flame temperature. This is the maximum temperature that
could be achieved from the given reactants. Because any heat transfer from the
reacting substance and any incomplete combustion would tend to lower the
temperature of products [20].
Applying the first law of thermodynamics on adiabatic combustion process, the
adiabatic flame temperature could be calculated i.e.
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HR = HP

Where:

o

HR =

nR h + ∆h

R,in

R
o

HP =

nP h + ∆h

P,out

P
o

nF,in h + ∆h

o

F,in

+ na h + ∆h

a,in

o

= HP =

nP h + ∆h
P

P,out

…………….(3-4)

Where:
o

h : enthalpy of formation
HR: enthalpy of reactance in (kJ).
HP: enthalpy of product (kJ).

 h: enthalpy difference for a given state at standard conditions in kJ / k mol.
The adiabatic flame temperature could be obtained by applying trial and error
technique based on using thermodynamics tables and charts.
Thus, reaction equation for a given hydrocarbon fuel for complete combustion can be
written as [11].
b

b

b

b

C a H b  (a  )O 2  (a  )3.76N 2  aCO 2  H 2 O  (a  )3.76N 2
4
4
2
4

Accordingly for reaction equation of methane as a example, the combustion equation
is:
CH4 + 2 (O2 + 3.76 N2 )

2H2O + CO2 + 7.52N2……………………. (3-5)

The conservation of energy concept can be applied to an adiabatic and complete
combustion in equation (3-5) where the temperature of fuel is equal to Tf and
temperature of compressed air is T4.
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o

hf + ∆h

o

fuel

o

hf + ∆h

o

+ nO 2 hf + ∆h

O2

+ nN 2 hf + ∆h

o

CO 2

+ nH 2 O hf + ∆h

N2

nCO 2 =

o

H2O

+ nN 2 hf + ∆h

N2

Note
o

For elements hf = 0
∆h = 0 , if substant at 25℃ and 0.1 MPa
o

∆hF and ∆h For reactants determined from table [20].

The necessity for iterative procedure for determining valve for Tp (the adiabatic
flame temperature) is now evident. Because this equation contains three values for
sensible enthalpy, all of which depend on Tp. One way to minimize the effort in
determining Tp would be to initially assume that all products are nitrogen. Notice
that this assumption is not such an unreasonable because 7.52 mol of the 10.52 mol
of products is nitrogen.
If the products are assumed to be exclusively nitrogen, the conservation -of- energy
o

is found the valve of h TP − h

𝑁2

The adiabatic flame temperature is approximately Tp in the conservation of energy
equation and iterations to get T5.
Combustion equation of natural gas (Taken as CH4).If the fuel burned in (x) percent
excess air.
CH4+(2+2x) * (O2 + 3.76 N2)

2H2O + CO2 + 2xO2 + (1+x)(7.52)N2 ….... (3-6)

The adiabatic flame temperature is determined by application of conservation of
energy equation [20].
o

hf + ∆h T4

CH 4

+ 2 + 2x

o

= hF + ∆h T5
+ 2x

0 + ∆h T4

O2

o

CO 2

0 + ∆h T5

+ 2 ∆hF + ∆h T5

H2O

O2

Where:
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+ 1+x

0 + ∆h T4

+ 4x 7.52 0 + ∆h T5

N2

N2

x: the percentage for excess air.
The enthalpy difference for a given state and that at standard conditions, is obtained by
curve fitting of data on Tables, the most exhaust gas of turbine is given in equations
(3-7) to (3-10), these equations valid for temperature range 298 K to 2200 K.

For nitrogen
T 4
100

∆hN 2 = 0.01353

− 1.445

T 3
100

+ 63.01

T 2
100

− 2.464

T 3
100

+ 78.57

T 2
100

+ 25.16T − 8180…...….. (3-8)

− 6.174

T 3
100

+ 202.2

T 2
100

+ 29.28T − 10680…..…. (3-9)

+ 23.93T − 7446…...….. (3-7)

For oxygen
T 4
100

∆hO 2 = 0.03347



For carbon dioxide
∆hCO 2 = 0.0756

T 4
100

For water vapor
T 4
T 3
0.08837
100
100

∆hH 2O = −.0169

+ 69.07

T 2
100

+ 27.9T − 8736…...…..(3-10)

AIR – FUEL RATIO

It is defined by the amount of air in kilograms required to burn one kilogram of
fuel i.e:

AFR =

mass of air
mass of fuel

For one kilo mole of methane (CH4), the air fuel ratio is calculate by

AFR =

2+2x 32+ 3.76∗28
16

……………………………………..……..……. (3-11)

mg = ma + mF
mg
= ARF + 1
mF
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mF =

mg
ARF +1

mg =

………..………………………………………..………………...……. (3-12)

AFR +1 ∗ m a
ARF

…………………….………………....………….….….……. (3-13)

3.1.5 Gas turbine
The gas turbine used in this study consists of high pressure gas turbine and low
pressure gas turbine. Reheating process between the two turbines can be used.
The expansion process is taken place in two stages, i.e. the high pressure turbine and
low pressure turbine, providing the useful power output. Work output from of LPT can
be increased via raising the inlet temperature to this stage.
This can be done by using secondary combustion chamber between the turbine stages,
heating the gases leaving the high pressure turbine it is certain that, the exhaust
temperature of the gases leaving the low pressure turbine is higher when the reheating
process is used [20].
3.1.6 High pressure gas turbine
The exhaust gases inlet to high pressure turbine at (P5, T5) are expanded to (P6, T6).
The power output is calculated by:
WHPT = mg ∗ h5 − h6 = mg ∗ cPg ∗ T5 − T6
The actual power is:
WHPT = mg ∗ cPg ∗ ηHPT T5 − T6′
The isentropic efficiency of high pressure gas turbine is defined as
ηHPT =

T5 − T6
T5 − T6′

WHPT ,a = mg ∗ cPg ∗ ηHPT ∗ T5 ∗ 1 −

1
r

γg−1
γg

……………………………… (3-14)

Where specific heat ratio (𝛾) in this case is related to the exhaust gases i.e. γ =

C Pg
C vg

ηHPT : Isentropic efficiency forhigh pressure turbine
For component of mixture gases the following equations can be used to calculate the
specific heat capacity.
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For nitrogen
cP = 39.060 − 512.79

−1.5

T
100

−2

T

+ 1072.7

100

− 820.4

−3

T
100

………..... (3-15)

For oxygen
T

cP = 37.432 + 0.020102

1.5

100

− 178.57

−1.5

T
100

−2

T

+ 236.88

100

..…..... (3-16)

For water vapor
cP = 143.05 − 183.54

0.25

T
100

+ 82.751

T
100

0.5

− 3.6989

T
100

………..…. (3-17)

For carbon dioxide
cP = −3.7357 + 30,529

T
100

0.5

− 4.1034

T
100

+ 0.024198

T
100

2

…...……. (3-18)

Where:
T is the absolute temperature while cP is average specific heat in kJ/kmol K
Thus, the average specific heat capacity of ith component on mixture between T5 and
T6 can be calculate by
1
cP,i =
T5 -T6

T5

cP T dT
T6

For the whole mixture including N2, O2, H2O CO2. The average the specific heat
capacity is calculated by

cP,mix =

c P ,N 2 ∗ y N 2 + c P ,O 2 ∗ y O 2 + c P ,H 2O ∗ y H 2O +c P ,CO 2 ∗ y H 2O
M mix

………….... (3-19)

Where:

cP,mix : Average specific heat capacity of mixture gases.
Mmix : Molecular weight of mixture gases.

3.1.7 Reheating process
Reheating gas turbine cycle arrangement is shown in Fig (3.5) in order to
maximize the work output from the simple gas turbine cycle one of the options is to
increase enthalpy of fluid entering gas turbine and extend its expansion up to the
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lowest possible enthalpy value this can also be said in terms of pressure and
temperature values i.e. inject fluid at high pressure and temperature into gas turbine
and expand up to lowest possible pressure value. Max temperature at HPT turbine inlet
is limited by metallurgical limits while the lower pressure at LPT is limited by
atmospheric pressure in case of open cycle. Hence, for further increasing net work
output, it can be increased by using multistage expansion with reheating process in
between.
Thus reheating offers an odious advantage of work output increase since constant
pressure lines on T.s diagram diverge slightly with increasing entropy. The total work
of the two stages turbine is greater than that of a single expansion from state (5) to (6")
i.e.
(T5 – T6) + (T7 – T8)

(T5 –T6′′ )

Here it may be noted that the heat addition also increases because of the additional
heat supplied for reheating.
Therefore, despite the increase in net work due to reheating the cycle thermal
efficiency would not necessarily increase [20].

5

6

Reheat

5

7
T

HPT

LPT

G

7

6
8
6"

8
S

Figure 3.5 Temperature–entropy diagram for Reheating process
Q add = mg ∗ cP ∗ T7 − T6 ∗

1
η C ,C 2

……………………………..……..… (3-20)

3.1.8 Low pressure gas turbine
The expansion process in LPT is similar to expansion process in HPT after reheating
process.
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This include that the product gases enter the low pressure turbine and expanded from
inlet condition (P7, T7) to the exit ones (P8, T8) giving the output power.
WLPT =∗ h7 − h8 = mg ∗ cPg ∗ T7 − T8

The isentropic efficiency of low pressure gas turbine is defined as
ηLPT =

T7 − T8
T7 − T8′

The actual power is:
WLPT ,a = mg ∗ cPg ∗ ηLPT ∗ T7 −

T8′

= mg ∗ cPg ∗ ηLPT

WLPT ,a = mg ∗ cPg ∗ ηLPT ∗ T7 ∗ 1 −

1

γ g −1
γg

r

T8′
∗ T7 ∗ 1 −
T7

………………………………(3-21)

Where:
rp: the pressure ratio between inlet and exit of low pressure turbine.
ηLPT : Isentropic efficiency for low pressure turbine

3.2 Steam turbine
The steam turbine (ST) is the second component of combined cycle power plant.
The heat input to steam turbine is obtained by energy recovery of the exhaust gases
from LPT of gas turbine unit. This occurs by using steam generator as shown in Fig
(3.6).
The function of steam generator is to saturate and superheat the steam in Rankine
cycle before it expands in steam turbine.

3.2.1 Steam turbine unit
A regenerative cycle with open feed water heater is used in the Rankine cycle to warm
the feed water before entering the steam generator.
The superheated steam enters the ST at state (b). Expanding to state (c), where some of
steam is extracted and enters the feed water heater. The steam that is not extracted
is expanded in the turbine to stated (d) and condensed in the condenser.
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Figure 3.6 Steam turbine unit
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Figure 3.7 Temperature–entropy diagram of the steam turbine cycle.

The condensate is pumped into the open feed water heater where it is mixed with the
steam extracted from the turbine. The portion of steam extracted is sufficient to
saturate the liquid leaving the feed water heater to be saturated at state (g).
A second pump is required to pump the saturated liquid leaving the feed water heater
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to steam generated pressure. The significant point is that the average the temperature at
which heat is supplied has been increased.
The steam leaves the steam generator enters the steam turbine where regenerative and
expansion process occurred again.
Thermal analysis for steam expansion in steam turbine will be discusses in the
following items, this will include the work output from the turbine, energy balance to
feed water heater and the properties for different states in the Rankine cycle.
Assuming one kilogram of water in the cycle where amount of (𝐦𝐜 ) is extracted for
regenerative process, the output power from the turbine is:
wST = hb − hc + 1 − mc ( hc − hd )……………………………………… (3-22)

The steam properties for points (b, c) and d can be known in terms of pressure and
temperature.
Properties at (b) is known as inlet condition to the turbine and properties at (c) can be
defined by knowing (pc) and isentropic expansion from (b) to (c) i.e. (sb = sc).
Because an isentropic efficiency of steam turbine, the actual conditions of point (c) is
know.
Amount of steam (m) extracted at (c) is known by energy balance to feed water heater,
i.e.
mc hc + 1 − mc hf = hg ………………………………………………………(3-23)
Where: the enthalpies can be determined based on the pressures in T-S diagram.
The work required to the pump between points (e) and (f) is calculated by

wLPP = −

Since

f
𝑣
e

f
𝑣
e

dp = −𝑣(Pf − Pe )………………………………………….(3-24)

dp = (hf − he ), the enthalpy of point (f) is known.

Similarly, the enthalpy of water after the pump between point (g) and (a)

ha = hg + wLPP = hg + 𝑣(𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑔 )……………………………………….(3-26)
Where hg is the saturated enthalpy of point (g), i.e. saturated liquid enthalpy at pc
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3.2.2 Waste heat boiler (steam generator)
The waste heat boiler (WHB) is a key element in a cogeneration system. The
boiler selection will affect the fixed and the operating costs for the plant as water
receives heat from the exhaust gases, it becomes saturated or superheated steam on the
hot side the steam production on the basis of one kg of exhaust gases.
The minimum stack temperature should be always kept higher than the vapor and acid
dew point temperature.
An energy balance for the steam generator yields:
mS ∗ hb − ha = mg ∗ cPg ∗ (T8 − T9 )
mS

=

mg

∗ cpg ∗ T8 −T9
hb−ha

………......................................................................... (3-27)
8

b

9

a
Figure 3.8 Steam generator
Where:
mS the mass flow rate of steam generated. The gases leaving the gas turbine at state
(8), as illustrated in figure (8), enter the (WHB) and leave it at state (9). The water
enters the economizer as a subcooled liquid at state (a).
At state (x), the exit from the economizer. As shown in figure (3-8) the water is a
saturated liquid at this point the minimum temperature difference between the gas
stream and the water stream occurs and is called the pinch point. Typical pinch point
temperature difference is 30 ℃ to 50 ℃[19].
From state (x) to state y in the evaporator, the water is converted from saturated liquid
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(state x) to saturated vapor (state y) while in the superheated (state y to state a), the
water
is superheated steam. Care must be taken to be certain that low temperature corrosion
dose occur in the WHB. This means that the temperature at state (9) must be 150℃ or
higher.
The amount of energy transferred from the exhaust gases to the water can be increased
by decreasing the pinch point temperature difference, which requires increase in the
heat exchanger surface area.

T

(8)

(b)

Temperature

(5.7)
ΔTpinch point
(y)

(x)

(9)

(a)
Superheater

Evaporator

Economizer

Heat transfer

Figure 3.9 Thermal processes in steam generator
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Q

3.2.3 Throttling valves
The throttling valves used to reduce the steam pressure from pb to p11
h11=hb
p11 is the steam pressure required to the desalination unit
3.2.4 Desuperheaters
The desuperheaters are used to reduce the steam temperature from T11 to T13 by using
sprayed water adding to superheated steam, where T13 is the steam temperature
required to the desalination unit.
the mass flow rate of spray water (m12 ) added to steam water can be calculated by:

m12 =

m 11 ∗ h 11 −h 13
h 13 −h 12

……..………………………….……………………. (3-28)

The steam inlet to the desalination unit (m13 ) is calculated by
m13 = m12 + m11 ……………………………………..…………………….. (3-29)

3.3 Desalination unit
Desalination plant consists of n effects; the associated flash box and feed
preheater are shown in Fig. (3.10). As shown the brine leaving the effect decreases by
the amount of vapor formed by boiling, mD j, and by flashing, md j. The distillate flow
rate leaving the flash box increases by the amount of condensing vapors from the
previous effect, mD j . and md j. The brine concentration increases from Lj-i to Lj upon
vapor formation. The effect and flash box temperatures decrease from TJ-1to Tj and
from T'J-1to T'j, respectively [21].
Solution of the model equations to determine the variables requires specification of the
following system parameters:
- Temperature of the motive steam, Ts.
- Vapor temperature in effect n, Tn.
- Salt concentration in the brine stream leaving effect n, Ln .
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- Salt concentration in the feed stream, Lf .
- Total distillate flow rate, 𝑚j.
3.3.1 Desalination plant
The mass and salt concentration balance equations are written in order to determine the
brine flow rate leaving effect n, mBn , and the feeding water flow rate, mf i . e :
mwf = mwd + mwBn …………………………………………..…………….… (3-30)
Lf mwf = Ln mwBn ……………………….………………………………….....…(3-31)
then, substituting by eqn (3-30) in eqn (3-31) and eliminating Mf yields:
mwBn = (Lf / (Ln -Lf ) )mwd ……………………………..……………………..… (3-32)
All variables on the right hand side of eqn. (3-32) are known leading to calculate the
value of mwBn . Also The overall mf is calculated using Eqn. (3-30). Calculations of
mBn and mf are only made once are not included in the following iteration
sequence.[21]

3.3.2 Temperature distribution
The thermal load in all effects is assumed constant, thus
Q l = Q 2 = ... =Q n-1 = Q n

…………………….……………………………...… (3-33)

Where:
Q l = ms s , for the first effect

…….…………………..……….………….… (3-34)

Q i = mwdi vi , for effects from 2 to n

……….……………..…….……....… (3-35)

Area corresponding to the given effect (A), the temperature driving force (T) and the
overall heat transfer coefficient (U) This means:
Q i = Ai Ui Ti ……….…………………………………..……..…….……....…(3-36)
Because the heat transfer area and thermal load are the same in all effects, then
Q l /A1= Q 2 /A2 = ... = Qn-i /An-i = Qn /An ……..……………….…………….… (3-37)
The following identity can also applies from (3-36) and (3-36)i,e :
U1 T1= U2T2 = ... = Un-1Tn-1= UnTn

…….……...…………………...…..… (3-38)
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Figure 3.10 Schematic of MEE desalination process
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Figure 3.11 Variables in evaporator, preheated and flash box of effect i
Where:
The total temperature drop across the effects is defined as
T = TS - Tn …….………………………………………….……..…………..… (3-39)
Also the drop (T) is equal to the sum of temperature drops per effect, or
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T = T1 + T2 + . . . + Tn−1 + Tni ……………………..………………….…(3-40)
Furthermore eqn (3-38) and eqn (3-40) can also be used to define T1 as a function of
the overall heat transfer coefficient and the total temperature drop. From (3-38), T2 can
be expressed in terms of T1 by:
T2 =T1 U1 /U2 ……………….………………………………………………...(3-41)
Also T3 can be expressed in terms of T2 by
T3 =T2 U2 /U3

………………………………………………………….… (3-42)

Substituting (3-41) in (3-42) gives
T3 = (T1 U1 /U2 )(U2 /U3 ) ………………….…………….……..….… (3-43)
Simplifying T3 to T1 U1 /U3 . The same applies for all other effects and the general
relation is arrived at
Ti =T1 U1 /Ui

…………………..……….…………………….……….… (3-44)

Substituting the result given in Eq. (3-43) in Eq. (3-40) gives
T = T1 U1 (1/U1 + 1/U2 +…. + 1/Un )

………...………………………….… (3-45)

Eq. (3-45) is rearranged into the following form
T

T1 =

n

U1
i=1

………………………………………………..………….… (3-46)
1
Ui

The value Ui can be estimated and the temperature drop in all effects can be obtained
from Eqs. (3-45) and (3-43). The actual temperature profile is known from the
following relations. For first effect [21].
T1 = Ts – T1 ………..…………………….………………………….……….… (3-47)
and in second effect up to nth effect :
Ti = Ti−1 – T1 U1 /Ui ………………………………………………….……….… (3-48)
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Calculation of the temperature distribution from Eqn. (3-36) and (3-48) requires some
specification about overall heat transfer coefficients, Ui .

3.3.3 Distribution of salt concentration and flow rates of brine and distillate
in the desalination unit
The distillate flow rates are obtained from the following balance and the thermal loads
in Eqn (3-35),
mwD = mwD 1 + mwD 2 + ⋯ + mwD n−1 + mwD n ……….…………..………..… (3-49)
mwD i vi = mwD i−1 vi −1 , for second effect up to nth effect :…………………….( 3-50)
Eqn. (3-50) is used to express the values of mwD i (for i = 2 to n) in terms of mwD1
where:
mwD 2 = mwD 1 v1 /v2 , and
mwD 3 = mwD 2 v2 v3 = mD 1 v1 v2 v2 v3 = mD 1 v1 /v3
A general recursive formula is then arrived at
mwD i = mwD 1 v1 vi , with i = 2 to n ……………………………………..…. (3-51)
Substituting Eqn. (3-50) in Eqn. (3-49) gives
mwD = mwD 1 + mwD 1 v1 v2 + ⋯ + mwD 1 v1 vn −1 + mwD 1 v1 vn ……. (3-52)
mwD 1 = mwD /(v1 (1/v1 + 1 v2 + ⋯ + 1 vn −1 + 1 vn )………………. (3-53)
The recursive formula of (3-50) is then used to obtain the distillate flow rates in other
effects
mwD 2 = mwD 1 v1 v2
mwD 3 = mwD 1 v1 v3
mwD n = mwD 1 v1 vn
The brine flow rate in the first effect can be obtained from
mwB 1 = mwf − mwD 1

…………………………………………..…………. (3-54)
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In effects 2 to n, this is given by
mwB i = mwB i−1 − mwD i

…………………………………………..…………. (3-55)

Similar salt balances on the first effect and effect 2 to n are written to obtain L1 and
L2 to Ln .
L1 = Lf mwf /mwB 1 ………….…………………..……………………………….. (3-56)
Li = Lf mwf /mwB i ……………………..……..…………………………………... (3-57)

3.3.4 Heat transfer area
The heat transfer areas in first effects to nth one must be calculated to check the
main assumption of the model, i.e., to ensure equal heat transfer areas. The heat transfer
area in the first effect is given by

𝐴1 =

mwD 1 v 1

𝑈1 (𝑇𝑆 −𝑇1 )

……………………………………………………………….… (3-58)

And for effects second effect to i th one, it can be defined by

𝐴𝑖 =

mwD i vi

𝑈 𝑖 (𝑇𝑖 −∆𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 )

…………………………………………………….………….. (3-59)

Where ∆𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 in eqn (3-59) corresponds to the heat losses in each effect which is varied
from 0.5-3 ℃ [21].

3.3.5 Convergence criterion and setting up for new iteration
The convergence criterion is based on the maximum difference in the heat
transfer areas. and is given by
∆𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝐴𝑖+1 − 𝐴𝑖 ) , with i=1 to n-1……………………………..….... (3-60)
If Amax is greater than the specified iteration procedure then the iterations continue
until convergence with value of 1-2% occurred. The procedure tolerance may be
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specified as a large number, i.e., 1 m2, if a small number of iterations (1 or 2) are
needed. However, if higher accuracy is required, then a smaller tolerance is specified,
i.e., 0.1 or 0.01 m2 [9].If the error is higher than the tolerance, then a new estimate for
Ti is made
∆Ti" = ∆Ti Ai /Am ………………………..……………………………..…….….... (3-61)
Where:Am is the average heat transfer area and is obtained from
n

Am 

 Ai
i 1

n

…………..……….……………………………………...….….….... (3-62)

Iterations continue by calculating
1) - The temperature distribution, Ti , in effects 1 to n from Eqn. (3-46) and (3-38).
2) - The distillate flow rate in the first effect, mD i , Eq. (3-52).
3) - The distillate flow rates in effects 2 to n, mD i , Eq. (3-50).
4) - The brine flow rate in the first effect, mB i , Eq. (3-53).
5) - The brine flow rates in effects 2 to n, mB i , Eq. (3-54).
6) - The salt concentration in the first effect, Li , Eq. (3-55).
7) - The salt concentration effects 2 to n, Li , Eq. (3-56).
8) - The heat transfer area in effects 1 to n, Ai , Eqs. (3-50) and (3-51).
The convergence criterion, Eqn. (3-59), is then checked and iterations continue until
it is achieved. Reaching the final solution is followed by calculation of the system
performance characteristics, i.e., performance ratio, specific heat transfer area, and
specific cooling water flow rate [21].

3.3.6 Performance parameters
The performance ratio (𝑃𝑅 ) is defined as the ratio between flow rate of distillate
(mwD ) and motive steam (ms ) i.e.
𝑃𝑅 = mwD /ms ………………….……………………………..………………… (3- 63)
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The value of the steam flow rate, Ms, is obtained from the assumption of equal thermal
loads, where
ms = mwD 1 v1 /s

……………………..……………………………..……..… (3- 64)

The specific heat transfer area is calculate by following equation
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐴 𝑖 +𝐴 𝑐

𝐴𝑠 =

mD

…………………………………………..………………… (3- 65)

Where 𝐴𝑖 is the heat transfer area in effect i and 𝐴𝑐 is the down condenser heat transfer
area, which is obtained as [22].

Ac =

Qc
U c LMTD c

……………………………………….…..……..……………… (3- 66)

Where:
(LMTD)C is the logermathic mean temperature difference and defined by:

LMTD

c

=

T f −T cw
ln

T fn −T cw
T n −T f

……….…………………………………….……… (3- 67)

Where:
Tcw is the intake seawater temperature, Tf, is the outlet seawater temperature, and Tn is
the condensation temperature of the vapor formed in the last effect. The condenser load
is calculated by

Q c = mwD vn ………….…………………………………….…………….……… (3-68)
The specific cooling water flow rate is defined as
mcw = mwD/ mcw

……………….……….…………………………………… (3-69)

3.3.7 Process modeling
The cooling water flow rate Mcw is obtained from an energy balance to condenser:
mwD n vn = (mwf + mcw) cp (Tf- Tcw)

……………………..………………… (3-70)
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Where:
Tf is the feed seawater temperature entering the preheated associated with effect, n-1.
The latent heat of the motive steam and the vapor formed in the last effect are obtained
from steam tables or by following equations [21].
s = 2499.5698 – 2.204864 Ts – 2.304 x 10-3T𝑆2 ……………………….…….…… (3-82)
v = 2499.5698 – 2.204864TV – 2.304 x 10-3𝑇v2 ……………….……………….… (3-83)

Exergy analysis of cogeneration plant
In this study, it is intended to focus on the analyses of co-generation plant
performance as well as the calculation of exergy analyses of all points, exergy losses
and exergy efficiency of the different components of the plant at different operating
conditions.
Exergy is defined as the maximum work that may be achieved by bringing a system
into equilibrium with its environment [23]. Every system is not in equilibrium with its
environment and has some quantity of exergy, while a system that is in equilibrium
with its environment has zero exergy since it has no ability to do work with respect to
its environment.
Thus, exergy analysis is a method that uses the conservation of mass and energy
principles together with the second law of thermodynamics for the analysis design and
improvement of energy system.

3.4 Exergy analysis for the main components of cogeneration
plant
The total exergy of a system (Ψ) can be divided into four components, with
the absence of nuclear, magnetic, electrical, and surface tension effects: physical
exergy Ψph, kinetic exergy Ψkn , potential exergy Ψpt, and chemical exergy Ψch , i.e.
Ψ = Ψ ph + Ψ kn + Ψ pt + Ψ ch ………………………………………………….. (3-73)
Kinetic exergy and potential exergy are given as:
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Ψ kn =

1 2
c ,
2

Ψ pt = g. z

physical flow exergy for simple compressible pure substances is given by
Ψ ph = m ∗

h − ho − To (s − so ) ………………………………….………….. (3-74)

Where:
The effects of kinetic and potential energies are neglected.
For an ideal gas mixture consisting only of substances present as gases in the
environment, the physical exergy is obtained by summing the contributions of each of
the components per mole of mixture (mole fraction) [7].

Ψ

ph

o

=

i

o

yi (h(T) − h T − TO (s T − s T − RLN

yi P
PO

))………..…….(3-75)

For air, the exergy is calculate using Eqn (3-74)
The change of entropy for the air when it is temperature and the pressure changed
from state (1) to state (2) is given:

ds = cP

dT
T

−

RdP
P

….………….…………………………………..………… (3-76)

Integrating the Eqn (3-76) between the state (1) to an arbitrary state (2), the result is.
s2

T2

ds =
s1

T1

dT
cP
−
T

T2

R
T1

dP
P

The evaluation of entropy change for ideal gases can be reduced to a convenient
tabular ,the value of specific entropy is set to zero at the state where the temperature is
0 K and the pressure is 1 atmosphere (101.013 kPa) [24].
The specific entropy at any state where the temperature is T and the pressure is 1
atmosphere is determined relatively to this reference state and reference value as
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t

o

s =
0

cP (T)

dT
T

The symbol s0(T) denotes to specific entropy at temperature T and atmospheric
pressure i.e. s0(T) depends only on temperature:
T2

dT
cP
=
T
T1

T2

0

dT
cP
−
T

T1

cP
0

dT
T

𝑇2

𝑐𝑃

𝑑𝑇
= s0(T2 )  s0(T1 )
𝑇

𝑇1

P
s(T2 , P2 )  s(T1 , P1 )  s0 (T2 )  s0 (T1 )  R.Ln( 2 ) …………...………………… (3-77)
P1

From air tables and curve fitting of entropy as function of temperature, the following
Eqn. is given:
s 0 (T )  aT 4  bT 3  cT 2  dT  e …………………..…………………………… (3-78)

Where:

a, b, c, d, e are constant and their values are given as [23].
a  4.4041012
b  1.209108
c  1.327105
d  8.499103
e  5.656102

Chemical exergy is the exergy component associated with the departure of chemical
composition of a system from that of environment.
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For steam water mixture the chemical exergy may be found by the following equation.
1


Ψ ch
 g
 g H O(g) (to, po)  RTO ln(
) …………………..……..…(3-79)
H O  H O(l)
e
2
 2

2
y
H O
2

Where :
g H O(l) Gibbs function of liquid water per mole at (To,Po)
2

g H O(g) Gibbs function of vapor water per mole at (To,Po)
2

As given previously, for an ideal gas mixture consisting only of substances present as
gases in the environment, the chemical exergy is obtained by summing the
contributions of each of the components, the result per mole of mixture and given by:
y
Ψch  RTO  y i ln( i )
y ei
i

…………….………………………………(3-80)

3.4.1 Exergy analysis of gas turbine cycle
Applying the basic relations for the exergy analyses in the gas turbine, the flow
diagram of the studied gas turbine cycle is previously presented in Fig (3.2).
The exergy analysis for the main components of the gas turbine unit (compressors,
combustion chamber turbine, reheat, intercooling) [23]

3.4.2 Exergy analysis of compressors
The compressor is a work-absorbing device. Under steady-state flow conditions and
neglecting heat losses, as assumed, the useful work supplied compressor and the
increase in exergy content of the flowing stream.

3.4.2.1 Low pressure compressor
Temperature and pressure of state 1 are the environment. Hence, physical
exergy of initial state is zero and the composition of this state is the same as the
composition of ambient air. Thus, The chemical exergy of initial state is zero also.
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For any state the physical exergy may be calculated as:
ph

Ψ2 = ma ∗

h2 − ho − To (s2 − so )

The entropy change may be calculated from equation (3 - 77) at (T, P) and (T0, P0).
The composition of general state is the same with the composition of ambient air, the
chemical exergy of this state is zero [23].
The total exergy for state 2
Ψ2  Ψ2ph  Ψ2ch

ΨdC 1 = WC1 − (Ψ2 − Ψ1 ) …………………………………………..…… (3-81)
ΨdC 1 : exergy destruction in low pressure compressor.
2,1: states of air at inlet and out let compressor.
WC1 :power input to low pressure compressor.
Ψ1 : air input exergy , kW.
The exergy efficiency of the low pressure compressor is calculated as:

ηEXC 1 =

(Ψ 2 −Ψ 1 )
WC1

………………………………………………………… (3-82)

3.4.2.2 High pressure compressor
For point (3), the chemical exergy of state 3 is zero where the composition is ambient
air, also, the physical exergy can be calculated for point (3) by:
ph

Ψ3 = ma h3 − h3 − TO (s3 − so )
Ψ3  Ψ3ph  Ψ3ch

Temperature and pressure of state (4) is T4 and P4.
Similarly, for point (4), the chemical exergy is zero while the physical exergy is given
by:
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ph

Ψ4 = ma h4 − h3 − TO (s4 − sO )
Ψ 4  Ψ 4 ph  Ψ 4 ch

The exergy destruction of compressor is calculated by:
ΨdC 2 = WC2 + (Ψ3 − Ψ4 )………………………….…………………..………(3-83)
And the exergy efficiency of the compressor is calculated.

ηEXC 2 =

(Ψ 4 −Ψ 3 )
WC2

…………………………………………………………(3-84)

Where:
WC2 : power input to high pressure comp.

ηEXC 2 : exergy efficiency of the compressor.

3.4.3 Exergy analysis of intercooling
The exergy losses through the intercooler are mainly due to exergy dissipation heat
rejected to the surrounding which can be calculated by:
ΨLpr = (Ψ2 − Ψ3 )……………………………………..………..…….…… (3-85)
Where
ΨLpr :exergy losses in the intercooler.
Ψ2 : total exergy at point (2).
Ψ3 : total exergy at point (3).

3.4.4 Exergy analysis of combustion chamber
The physical exergy of product gases per kilo mole of products is determined as:Ψp =

yi

Hi − Hi,o − TO (Si − Si,o ) …………….………………………..… (3-86)

Where:
The entropy change of the ith component in a mixture of ideal gases is evaluated at the
temperature T and the partial pressure pi of the component [23].
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P
0
Si (T, Pi )  S (T0 , P0 )  S 0 (T)  S (T0 )  RLn( i )
P0

This equation can be written in terms of the mole fraction of each component for
mixture of ideal gases states that the ration of partial pressure of a gas to total pressure
of the mixture is equal to the mole fraction of the gas [23].
Pi = yi ∗ PT ……………………………..…………………………….….…… (3-87)
Where:
PT is the total pressure of the mixture gases and yi is the mole fraction.
y .p
0
Si (T, Pi )  S (T0 , P0 )  S 0 (T) - S (T0 )  RLn( i T )
P0

………….………..………. (3-88)

Formulations of absolute entropy (in kJ/kmolk) for ideal gas components can be found
by curve fitting of given dates [25].
For 298 K< T > 2200 K and P = 1 bar.
Where:

t  

T 
 , T (K)
 1000 

For nitrogen
o

sN 2 T = 5.212 t 5 − 38.6 t 4 + 113.7 t 3 − 173.8 t 2 + 167 t + 154.6 ………. (3-89)
For oxygen
o

sO 2 T = 4.352 t 5 − 32.5 t 4 + 97.58 t 3 − 155.3 t 2 + 160.6 t + 168.8 ……. (3-90)

For carbon dioxide
o

sCO 2 T = 3.728 t 5 − 28.69 t 4 + 90.33 t 3 − 156.6 t 2 + 192.3 t + 168.3……. (3-91)

For water vapor
o

sH 2 O T = 5.709 t 5 − 42.55 t 4 + 125.8 t 3 − 192.5 t 2 + 189.7 t + 146.5……. (3-92)
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Where:
T
t in Eqs (3-89) to (3-92) is given by : t = 1000 and exhaust gas composition of

combustion chamber may be calculate by using combustion equation [20].
CH4+(2+2x) + (O2 + 3.76 N2 )

2H2O + Co2 + 2XO2 + (1+x)(7.52)N2

The composition of different products is given by:
Composition of nitrogen
7.52 + 7.52 ∗ x
10.52 + 9.52 ∗ x

𝑦𝑁2 =

Composition of oxygen
𝑦𝑂2 =

2∗x
10.52 + 9.52 ∗ x

Composition for carbon dioxide
𝑦𝐶2 𝑂 =

1
10.52 + 9.52 ∗ x

Composition of water vapor
𝑦𝐻2 𝑂 =

2
10.52 + 9.52 ∗ x

where:
x: the percentage of excess air
The enthalpy change of ith component in a mixture of ideal gases is evaluated as
function of temperature T, using from Eqs (3-7) to (3-10), Thus, the exergy of product
gases [24].
ph

Ψ6 = mg

Ψ6
M mix

……………………………….…………………….………. (3-93)

Where the molecular weight of mixture gases, Mmix is given as function of (M) for the
gases in Eq (3-94) by
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Mmix  (y N .MN )  (y O .MO )  (y C O .MC O )  (y H O .MH O ) ………….……….(3-94)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Also, chemical exergy of exhaust gas of combustion chamber can be calculated using
Eq.(3 - 91)

Ψ 6ch


yN
yO
yC O
y H O   M g

2
2
2
 RTO  (y N ln(
))  (y O (ln(
))  (y C O ln(
))  (y H O ln( 2 )) .
e
e
e
2
2
2
2
yN
yO
yC O
y eH O   M mix

2
2
2
2








e

where yi mole fraction of component i of standard atmosphere, and the composition
depends on temperature, pressure and humidity of ambient air which is taken as :
78.18 % N2 , 20.78 % O2 , 0.03 % CO2 , 1.01 % H2O(g)
Ψ 6  Ψ 6ph  Ψ 6ch

Chemical exergy of fuel
The chemical exergy of fuel input to the combustion chamber is calculated from the
following equation:
Ψfch = mf ∗ LHV ∗ ℰ………………………………………..……………….… (3-95)
Where:
mf : Fuel mass flow rate .kg/s
LHV: Lower heating value of fuel) kJ/kg).
ℰ : ratio of the chemical exergy to the lower heating value of the fuel.
This ratio is usually taken as: 1.065 for Liquid fuels and 1.06 for gaseous fuels [8].

Exergy losses of combustion chamber
The exergy efficiency of combustion can be enhanced by:
1. Increasing the adiabatic flame temperature.
2. Reducing the excess air, this will reduce the moles of products per mole of fuel.
3. Allowing enough time in order to complete combustion process.
Thus, the exergy destruction of the combustion process due to combustion
irreversibility (Ψd com) can be calculated by:
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Ψ dcom  Ψ ch
F  Ψ 4 - Ψ5

………………………...………………………..…... (3-96)

Also the exergy efficiency of the combustion process (ηEx.com) can be obtained from
the following equation.
η

Ex.com



Ψ5  Ψ 4
Ψ

…………………………………………………………… (3-97)

ch
F

Where, the number (4) and (5) referred to input and output, while ΨL.com is the exergy
losses of combustion (kW) and η Ex.com is the exergy efficiency of combustion

3.4.5 Exergy analysis of gas turbine
The gas turbine represents the main work-producing device. Under steady-state
conditions neglecting heat losses, "what we get" is simply the turbine output and "what
we pay" is the drop in exergy content of the components of the gas turbine unit [23]

3.4.5.1 High pressure gas turbine
The product gases input to the high pressure gas turbine at state (5) and expanding to
states (6) where the physical exergy at state (6) can be calculated as.
The enthalpy change for each constitute in the mixture gases is that equal to enthalpy
at (T6) minus enthalpy at (T1). The enthalpy at state (6) and state (1) is calculated by
using equations from (3-7) to (3-10)
the same behaviors is occurred to the absolute enthalpy, on other hand, the chemical
exergy at state (6) is equal to that at state (5) where the composition of gases is equal
at both at states thus,

Ψ 6  Ψ 6ph  Ψ 6ch
The exergy destruction of low turbine ( Ψ dHPT ) resulting from irreversibility
associated with fluid flow through the turbine is calculated by:
ΨdHPT = Ψ5 − Ψ6 − WHPT ……………..……………………………………… (3-98)
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Where:
Ψ dHPT : exergy destruction of high pressure turbine, kW.

WHPT : power output from high pressure turbine,(kW) while states(5&6) are inlet and
outlet of turbine.
Finally the exergy efficiency of the turbine ( ηEX.HP T ) could be expressed as:
ηEX .HPT =

W HPT
Ψ 5 −Ψ 6

………….………………………………………………… (3-99)

3.4.5.2 Low pressure gas turbine
The input gases to the low pressure turbine at state (7) and expansion to states
(8), where the physical exergy at state (8) can be calculated by using equation (3-97).
the enthalpy change for each component on the mixture gases equal to enthalpy at (T8)
minus enthalpy at (T1) , the enthalpy at (T8) and (T1) for each component calculated by
using equations (3-7), (3-8), (3-9) and (3-10).
the entropy change for each component on the mixture gases equal to absolute entropy
at (T8) minus absolute entropy at (T1) , the absolute entropy at (T6) and (T1) for each
component calculated by using equations (3-7), (3-8), (3-9) and (3-10).
The chemical exergy at state (8) is equal to exergy at state (5) because the composition
of gases at state (8) is equal to composition of gases at state (5).
ΨdLPT = Ψ7 − Ψ8 − WLPT ……………………………….…………...……… (3-100)
Where
LPT : exergy destruction of turbine.
LPT : Power output from turbine, kW

(7&8) states of gases at inlet and outlet of turbine.
The exergy efficiency of low pressure gas turbine

ηEX .HPT =

W LPT
Ψ 7 −Ψ 8

……………………..…………………………..……… (3-101)
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3.4.6 Reheating process and exergy analysis

The reheating process is used to increase the outlet temperature of the gases from the
high pressure turbine from (T6) to (T7).
The reheat excludes combustion process for the gases, but only increases the
Temperature by using heat exchange.
The exergy of the turbine analysis of reheat is expressed by:
ΨL = Ψin - (Ψ7 - Ψ6) ….……………...………………….…….……………… (3-102)
Noting that the physical exergy at state (7) is calculate by using equation (3-86).
the enthalpy change for each constitute on the mixture gases is equal to that at (T7)
minus enthalpy at (T1) , the enthalpy at (T7) and (T1) for each component calculated
by using equations (3-7), (3-8), (3-9) and (3-10).
The entropy change for each component on the mixture gases equal to absolute
entropy at(T7) minus absolute entropy at (T1) , the absolute entropy at (T7) and (T1) for
each component calculated by using equations (3-89), (3-90), (3-91) and (3-92).
The chemical exergy at state (7) is equal to exergy at state (5)
ph

Ψ 7 = Ψ 7 + Ψ 7ch

3.4.7 Exergy analysis for energy recovery heat exchanger

The exergy destruction in steam generator is due to irreversible heat transfer between
the exhaust gases side and generated steam in Rankine cycle can be calculated as
following [25].
LWHB  Eg  st …………………………...………………………… (3-103)

Where:
ΨLwhb :Exergy destruction of steam generator
ΔΨEg : Decrease of exergy for exhaust gases
ΔΨst : Increase of exergy for steam generated
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ΔΨEg = Ψ8 –Ψ9
Thus, the total exergy for states (8) and (9) can be calculated by:
Ψ8  Ψ8ph  Ψ8ch
ph

Ψ8 = mg h8 − ho − TO (s8 − so )
The chemical exergy at state (8) is equal to exergy at state (5).
ph

Ψ9 = mg h9 − ho − TO (s9 − so )
The chemical exergy of state (9) is equal to exergy at state (5).
Ψ 9  Ψ 9ph  Ψ ch
9

ΔΨst = Ψb– Ψa
The total exergy fore states (b) and (a) are calculate by:
ph

Ψb = ms hb − ho − TO (sb − so )
The chemical exergy of state (b) calculate as following.

𝛹𝑏𝑐ℎ =

𝑚𝑠𝑡
𝑀𝐻2 𝑂

𝑔𝐻

2𝑂 𝑙

− 𝑔𝐻

2𝑂 𝑔

𝑡𝑜 , 𝑝𝑜 + 𝑅𝑇𝑂 𝑙𝑛

1
𝑦𝐻𝑒2 𝑂

ch
Ψ b  Ψ ph
b  Ψb

And
ph

Ψa = ms ha − ho − TO (sa − so )
The chemical exergy of state (b) calculate from equation (3-90)
Ψ a  Ψ aph  Ψ ch
a

The exergy efficiency of the steam generator is expressed by:
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ηEx.whb 

ΔΨ st
ΔΨ Eg

………………………………………………………….……(3-104)

Finally, exergy is carried out with the stack gases and lost to the surrounding. The
temperature of stack gases is tg> to and their pressure is Pg  P0 , the exergy losses of
the stack gases equal to (Ψ 9 ) [26]
.
Ψ L.sta  Ψ 9 …………………………………………………….………………..(3-105)

3.4.8 Exergy analysis for the main components of steam turbine cycle
The steam turbine is work-producing device in Rankine cycle. Under steadystate conditions and with neglecting heat losses, the drop in exergy content of the
flowing stream gives the turbine output work.
Hence, the exergy destruction of steam turbine (ΨLTS) is resulting from the
irreversibility associated with fluid flowing through the turbine and can be calculated
by:
ΨdST = Ψb − Ψc − Ψd − WST ………..………………………………….…… (3-106)
Where:
Ψd.ST :Exergy destruction of steam turbine , kW
Ψb :Exergy of steam input the turbine.
Ψc :Exergy of steam extract from turbine.
Ψd :Exergy of steam input the condenser.
WST : power output from steam turbine.
The physical exergy of states (c), (d) calculated as
ph

Ψc = mc hc − ho − TO (sc − so )
ph

Ψd = md hd − ho − TO (sd − so )
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Also, the chemical exergy of states (c), (d) is given by:

𝛹𝑐𝑐ℎ =

mc
MH 2 O

𝑔𝐻

− 𝑔𝐻

𝑡𝑜 , 𝑝𝑜 + 𝑅𝑇𝑂 𝑙𝑛

𝛹𝑑𝑐ℎ =

md
MH 2 O

𝑔𝐻

− 𝑔𝐻

𝑡𝑜 , 𝑝𝑜 + 𝑅𝑇𝑂 𝑙𝑛

2𝑂 𝑙

2𝑂 𝑙

2𝑂 𝑔

2𝑂 𝑔

1
𝑦𝐻𝑒2 𝑂
1
𝑦𝐻𝑒2 𝑂

Where:
𝑦𝐻𝑒 2 𝑂 the mole fraction of vapor water on environment
Ψ c  Ψ cph  Ψ ch
c
Ψ d  Ψ dph  Ψ ch
d

Finally, the exergy efficiency of the steam turbine (ΨEx.St) could be expressed by the
following equation:

ηEX .ST =

W ST
Ψ b −Ψ c +Ψ d

………………………………………..…….……(3-107)

3.4.9 Condenser
The exergy losses in the condenser (ΨdCON ) are mainly due to the energy
dissipation heat rejected to the surrounding which is calculated as:
ΨLCON  Ψ d  ΨE ………………………………………………………..… (3-108)

The physical exergy of state (e) is calculated as:
ph

Ψe = me he − ho − TO (se − so )

[

The chemical exergy of state (e) is equal to chemical exergy to state (d)
ph

Ψe = Ψe + Ψech
ΨLCON: exergy losses in condenser, kW
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d, e : States at inlet and outlet of condenser.

3.4.10 Low and high pressure pumps
The pump is a work – absorbing device. Under steady – state flow condition
and with neglecting heat losses, "what we pay" is the useful work supplied pump and
"what we get" is the increase in exergy content of the flowing stream.
The exergy destruction of the low pressure pump is:
ΨdLPP = WLPP − Ψf − Ψe

………………...…………………………………(3-109)

Where:
ΨdLPP : Exergy destruction in low pressure pump.
e,f

: States of water at inlet and outlet of the pump.

WLPP : Power input to pump, KW.
The physical exergy of state (f) calculated as
ph

Ψf

= mf hf − ho − TO (sf − so )

And the chemical exeryg of state (f) is equal to that of state (d), then
ch
Ψ f  Ψ ph
f  Ψf

Thus, the exergy efficiency for the low pressure pump is calculated as:

ηEX .LPP =

Ψ f −Ψ e
W LLP

……………………..…………………….……………… (3-110)

High pressure pump

Considering inlet and outlet conditions, the exergy loss for high pressure pump is
similar to that of the low pressure one explained previously in Eqs (3-109) and (3110).
3.4.11

Open feed water heater
The condensate water is heated in the deaerate using bleeding steam from

steam turbine (extraction steam) and the feed water leaves desecrator as saturated
water and is pumping to steam generator.
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Under stady-state conditions, the exergy losses of open feed water heater (ΨLOFWH) are
calculated as:
……………………………………………….…….(3-111)

Ψ LOFWH  Ψc  Ψ f  Ψ g

Where:
ΨLOFWH: Exergy losses in deaerator.
c,f,g: States of input and outlet steam.

Exergy analysis of desalination unit
3.4.12

Throttling valves

The throttling valve will be considered in this analysis, During throttling operating
under steady-state condition, exergy destruction equation may by written as:
ΨdTTV = Ψ10- Ψ11 …………………………………………………….…….…(3-112)
The physical exergy of states (10), (14) calculated as

ph

Ψ10 = m10 h10 − ho − TO (s10 − so )
ph

Ψ11 = m11 h11 − ho − TO (s11 − so )
The chemical exergy of states (10) and (11).

𝑐ℎ
𝛹10
=

m10
.
MH 2 O

𝑔𝐻

2𝑂 𝑙

− 𝑔𝐻

2𝑂 𝑔

𝑡𝑜 , 𝑝𝑜 + 𝑅𝑇𝑂 𝑙𝑛

1
𝑦𝐻𝑒2 𝑂

The chemical exeryg of state (11) is equal to chemical exergy to state (10)
Where:
ΨdTTV: Exergy destruction in throttling Valve (TTV), kW
10,11: states of input and output steam.
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3.4.13 Desuperheaters
The desuperheater (DESUP) will be Considered in this analysis. The exergy
losses of desuperheater (ΨLDEUP) could be calculated as [27].
ΨLDESUP = Ψ11 + Ψ12 - Ψ13……………………………………………………(3-113)
The physical exergy of states (12), (13) calculated as
ph

Ψ12 = m12 h12 − ho − TO (s12 − so )

ph

Ψ13 = m13 h13 − ho − TO (s13 − so )
The chemical exergy of states (12), (13).

𝑐ℎ
𝛹13
=

𝑚12
.
𝑀𝐻2 𝑂

𝑔𝐻

− 𝑔𝐻

𝑡𝑜 , 𝑝𝑜 + 𝑅𝑇𝑂 𝑙𝑛

𝑐ℎ
𝛹13
=

𝑚13
.
𝑀𝐻2 𝑂

𝑔𝐻

− 𝑔𝐻

𝑡𝑜 , 𝑝𝑜 + 𝑅𝑇𝑂 𝑙𝑛

2𝑂 𝑙

2𝑂 𝑙

2𝑂 𝑔

2𝑂 𝑔

1
𝑦𝐻𝑒2 𝑂
1
𝑦𝐻𝑒2 𝑂

Where:
Ψ12 : Spray-water exergy , kW
12,13 : States of steam entering and leaving desuperheater.
ΨdDESUP: exergy destruction of desuperheater.

3.4.14 Energy analysis of desalination unit
In Order for any energy system to generate products, such as electricity or
steam process in a Cogeneration plant, or distillated water, certain resources have to be
expended. Since energy is not conserved and processes always contribute to the
destruction of energy, therefore, for the whole energy system as well as for each of
subsystem, the following energy balance equation is [17]
F–P=L+D
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Where:
F: The exergy of resources supplied to the system or sub-system.
P: The exergy of the products.
D: The exergy destruction.
L: The exergy loss
The energy (second law) efficiency is usually defined as:
η=P/F
Therefore the second law efficiency of (MEE) system is the ratio between the exergy
of the distillate from each effect and the exergy of heating steam supply [21].
ηMEE 

Ψd
Ψ in

………………………………….………………..………… (3-114)

The exergy of distillate (Ed):
Ψd =

ph

n
1

Ψdch =

n
1

Ψdi ……………………………..………………………………….. (3-115)

md
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.
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− gH

2O

g

t o , po + RTO ln

Ψ di  d i (h di  h 0 )  T0 .(s di  s 0 )
Ψ d  Ψ dph  Ψ ch
d

Where:
Ψ d : Exergy of distillate from total effects
th

Ψ di : Exergy of distillate from i effect

The exergy of inlet to MEE ( Ψ in ).
ph

Ψin = ms hsi − ho − TO (ssi − so )
Where:
ms : Mass flow rate of heating steam to MEE.
hsi ,ssi: enthalpy and entropy of heating steam.
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1
y eH 2 O

…............... (3-116)

hd0 , sd0 : enthalpy and entropy of condensate steam.
3.4.15 The second law efficiency for cogeneration system
The use of gas turbine in cogeneration cycle plant for the production of mechanical
energy to electric generator and thermal energy to generated steam used in steam
turbine and desalination Unit.
The production of both energy and desalinated water is becoming increasingly
common for the calculation of Thermodynamic characteristics of cogeneration system.
An exergy approach is assumed for the evaluation of the performances of cogeneration
system [23].

ηall 

Ψ th  Ψele
ΨFule

….………………….…………………..………. (3-117)

Where:
Ψth: thermal exergy
Ψele: electrical exergy
ΨFule: Fuel exergy
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Figure 3.12 Flow chart diagram of the main program
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Chapter (IV)
Results of exergy analysis
An exergy analyses for the main components of cogeneration power plant are
discussed.
The simulation results are based on energy and exergy balance for each component
separately and then they are matched together in other to show the effect of different
variables on the whole performance of the proposed plant.
The exergy destructions for the main components at any time are given in Fig (4.1),
(4.2).
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Figure 4.1 Exergy destruction for the main components at a given time
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Figure 4.2 Exergy destruction for pumps at a given time
The rate of exergy destruction in various components ΨD can be compared to the input
exergy rate of the supplied fuel to the plant ΨF,tot giving the percentage exergy
destruction Y =

ΨD
ΨF,tot

% these are shown in Figure (4.3), (4.4).
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Figure 4.3 exergy destruction ratio for the main components of the proposed
plant
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Figure 4.4exergy destruction ratio for pumps at a given time

On the other hand, the exergy destruction for each component can be compared to the
total exergy destruction within the plant, ΨD,tot giving the percentage exergy
destruction Y ∗ =

ΨD
Ψ D ,tot

% and is given in Fig 4.5, 4.6

percentage exergy destruction (Y* %)
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Figure 4.5 Exergy destruction ratio for the main components of the proposed
plant
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The exergy destruction in the gas turbine system remains constant with the change of
electrical load, the destructions inside the gas turbine system are shown in Table (4.1).

Table (4.1). Exergy destructions in the gas turbine system.
component

LPC

HPC

INTE

C.C

HPT

REH

LPT

Exergy
destruction
(kW)

2624.8

2528.9

10864

91286

3687.9

50167

3687.9

Y* %

1.1031

1.0627

4.5653

38.362

1.5498

21.083

1.5498

Y%

0.72038

0.69405

2.9815

25.054

1.0121

13.768

1.0121

The mass flow rate of desalted water produce due to saving energy from change
electrical load and exergetic efficiency of total plant at any hour are shown Fig (4.23).
It is seen from table (4.1) that the largest portion of exergy destruction occurs in
combustion chamber (91286 kW), mainly because of combustion process exergy
destruction in the reheat processes (50167 kW), intercooling processes (10864 kW),
high and low pressure turbines (3687.9 kW) , low pressure compressor (2624.8 kW) ,
high pressure compressor (2528.9kW) and others follow it, respectively.
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From Fig (4.7), it can be seen that the variation of exergy destruction is independent
on the steam mass flow rate in desalination unit, while it is varying linearly steam
The same trend occurred with condenser and open feed water heater as show in the
figures.
Thus, the exergy destruction decreases as the mass flow rate of steam entering the
desalination unit increase which may be referred to decrease the mass flow rate of
steam entering steam turbine, condenser and open feed water heater.
Steam mass flow rate does not affect on the exergy destructions in gas turbine unit, it
affect on steam turbine cycle and desalination plant components
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Figure 4.7 Exergy destruction versus steam mass flow rate to DSU
Minimum exergy destruction is observed at nearly (80-90) kg/sec of steam entering the
desalination unit. Which gives the maximum amount of steam for minimum exergy
destruction leading to consider this point as an acceptable operating point of the
proposed plant.
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Figure 4.8 Exergy destruction for pumps versus steam mass flow rate to DSU

In Fig (4.8) the same trend is occurred in low and high pressure pumps while it differs
in desalination pump. The increase of exergy destruction with steam mass flow rate
going to the desalination unit.
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Figure 4.9 Exergy destruction versus steam mass flow rate to DSU
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Fig (4.9) shows the exergy destruction versus steam mass flow rate in throttling valve
and desuperheaters unites.
As steam mass flow rate increases, the exergy destruction increases as seen in the
figure.
From Figure (4.7) and (4.9) it seen that exergy destruction in the steam turbine,
condenser and open feed water heater decreases, whereas exergy destruction in
throttling valve, desuperheaters and desalination pump increases as steam flow rate to
desalination plant increases.
From Fig (4.8) exergy destruction in low pressure pump and high pressure pump
increases as steam flow rate to desalination plant increases.
Exergy losses due to heat losses in the WHB is considered as zero by taking the
control volume large enough so that the heat losses occur at ambient temperature and
the exit streams mix with ambient air. The only exergy loss is due to the WHB exit.
The exergy loss is (6323.2 kW) which is 1.7354% of the exergy supplied to the plant.
Additionally, exergy loss not changes significantly with steam to desalination plant.
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Figure 4.10 The variation of second law efficiency versus the deliver load
from the plant with/without desalination process.
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It is clearly from the figure that the efficiency slightly in case of desalination process
while it increased with increasing of the delivering load in case of no desalination
process as seen in the figure.
Exergetic efficiency of the plant change between 53% and 57% as load change
between 213.11 MW to 307.67 MW as can be seen from Fig (4.10), from the results of
exergy destruction and exergy loss analyses described above, the main reason for
increase in exergetic efficiency with increase in the load is exergy destruction decrease
in the desupperheated .

4.2 Effect of operation parameters on exergy destruction and
exergy efficiency.
For complete system analysis and optimization study of system , a parametric study is
performed to determine the effect of different operating parameters on exergy
destruction and exergy efficiency for the studied plant as a whole and for individual
components .
The parameters investigated include:
1- Steam pressure.
2- Extracted-steam pressure.
3- Condenser pressure.
4- Pressure ratio for gas turbine unit.

4.2.1 Effect of variation of steam pressure.
The variation of exergy destruction of steam turbine, condenser, open feed water
heater (OFWH), throttling valve and desuperheaters with steam pressure are presented
in Fig (4.11) and variation of exergy destruction of low pressure pump, high pressure
pump and desalination pump are presented in Fig (4.12).
The variation of second law efficiency of plant with variation of steam pressure is
presented in Fig (4.13).
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Figure 4.11 Effect of steam pressure on exergy destruction for main
components of plant.
The exergy destruction versus the Rankine cycle is given in Fig (4.11) for components
of the proposed plant. The Figure shows that the maximum exergy destruction
occurred in throttling valve (nearly 14000 MW) while it is not exceed than 6000 MW
for the other components.
Also, the high value of exergy destruction occurred with the higher pressure in
throttling valve, while is insignificantly for the other components.
The exergy destruction of steam turbine is nearly constant with varying steam pressure
(3441.4 kW) and the exergy destruction of condenser, open feed water heater, and
desuperheaters are increasing with increase steam pressure, while exergy destruction
of throttling valve is decreasing with increasing steam pressure.
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Figure 4.12 Effect of steam pressure on exergy destruction for pumps.
In Fig (4.12), the variations of exergy destruction of the LPP, HPP, DSP pumps versus
the Rankine cycle pressure.
The exergy destruction of low pressure pump is nearly constant with varying steam
pressure (2.83 kW) and the exergy destruction of high pressure pump and desalination
pump are decreasing with increasing steam pressure.
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Figure 4.13 Second law efficiency for different steam pressure of steam turbine
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As show in Fig (4.13) the second low efficiency of overall plant increases with
increasing steam pressure.
Also, it can be seen that there is a slight divergence between the curves with the load
increasing which shows that the increase of Rankine cycle pressure having small
increase in the efficiency.
Maximum efficiency of about 57% at pressure 70 bar and load 310 MW can be
achieved in the figure (4.13).

4.2.2 Effect of variation of extracted-steam pressure.
The variation of exergy destruction of steam turbine, condenser, open feed
water heater (OFWH), throttling valve, desuperheaters and waste heat boiler with
steam pressure are presented in Fig (4.14) and variation of exergy destruction of low
pressure pump, high pressure pump and desalination pump are presented in Fig (4.15).
The variation of second law efficiency of plant with variation of extracted-steam
pressure is presented in Fig (4.16).
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Figure 4.14 Effect of extracted steam pressure on exergy destruction
for main components of plant.
Fig (4.14) shows the effect of extract
re of steam
WHBpressure on the exergy destruction for the
main components of cogeneration cycle power plant, it seen from the figure that the
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exergy destruction of steam turbine and condenser are nearly constant with increasing
extracted steam pressure.
The exergy input to open feed water heater from extracted steam is increasing due to
increase the extracted-steam pressure (Pd). As, exergy output from open feed water
heater increases with increasing extracted-steam pressure. Because the increase in
exergy input is higher than the increase of exergy output, then the exergy destructed
rate in open feed water heater increase.
The exergy destruction of waste heat boiler, desuperheaters and throttling valve are
decreasing with increasing extracted-steam pressure.
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Figure 4.15 Effect of extracted steam pressure on exergy destruction for pumps


As show in Fig (4.15) the exergy destruction of low pressure pump is increase with
increasing extracted-steam pressure.
Also, the exergy destruction of high pressure pump and desalination pump are nearly
constant.
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Figure 4.16 second low efficiency for different extracted steam pressure
As show in Fig (4.16) the second law efficiency of overall plant is increasing with
increasing extracted-steam pressure.
Also, it can be seen that there is a divergence between the curves with the load
decreasing which shows that the increase of extracted-steam pressure having increase
in the efficiency.

4.2.3 Effect of variation of condenser pressure
The variation of exergy destruction of steam turbine, condenser, open feed water
heater (OFWH), throttling valve, desuperheaters and waste heat boiler with steam
pressure are presented in Fig (4.17) and variation of exergy destruction of low pressure
pump, high pressure pump and desalination pump are presented in Fig (4.18).
The variation of second law efficiency of plant with variation of condenser pressure is
presented in Fig (4.19).
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Figure 4.17 Effect condenser pressure on exergy destruction for
main components of plant.


As shown in Fig. (4.17) the exergy destruction in condenser increase with increasing
condenser pressure (Pd) because the exhaust steam is supplied to the condenser at high
temperature, which causes some increase external irreversibilities for condenser.
Also, increasing condenser pressure leads to decreases exergy destruction of steam
turbine , open feed water heater (OFWH), throttling valve and desuperheaters while
exergy destruction of waste heat boiler remaining constant.
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Figure 4.18Effect condenser pressure on exergy destruction for pumps.


The variation of exergy destruction of low pressure pump, high pressure pump and
desalination pump are presented in Fig (4.18).
The exergy destruction of low pressure pump and desalination pump decrease with
increase condenser pressure while high pressure pump increase.
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Figure 4.19 second low efficiency for different condenser pressure
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310

As shown in Fig (4.19) the second law efficiency of overall plant is increase with
increasing condenser pressure.
Also, it can be seen that there is a divergence between the curves with the load
decreasing which shows that the increase of condenser pressure causes decrease in the
efficiency of plant.

4.2.4 Effect of variation of pressure ratio.
The variation of exergy destruction

of

low pressure compressor , high

pressure compressor, intercooling process, high pressure turbine and low pressure
turbine with pressure ratio of gas turbine unit are presented in Fig (4.20) and variation
of exergy destruction of combustion chamber, reheat process and waste heat boiler are
presented in Fig (4.21).
The variation of exergy destruction of steam turbine, condenser, open feed water
heater (OFWH), throttling valve and desuperheaters with variation of pressure ratio of
gas turbine unit is presented in Fig (4.22).
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Figure 4.20 Effect of pressure ratio on the exergy destruction for main
components of gas turbine unit.
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As show in Fig. (4.20) the exergy destruction in low pressure compressor, high
pressure compressor, intercooling process, high pressure turbine and low pressure
turbine decrease with increasing pressure ratio of gas turbine unit.
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Figure 4.21 Effect of pressure ratio on theexergy destruction for main
components of gas turbine unit.

As shown in Fig. (4.21) the exergy destruction in combustion chamber and waste heat
boiler increase with decreasing pressure ratio. Also, increasing pressure ratio leads to
decreases exergy destruction of reheat process.
As shown in Fig (4.22) the exergy destruction of steam turbine, condenser and open
feed water heater increase with decreasing pressure ratio, while the exergy destruction
of throttling valve and desuperheaters increase with decreasing pressure ratio of gas
turbine unit.
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Figure 4.22 Effect of pressure ratio on the exergy destruction for steam
turbine and desalination unit.

4.3 Desalted water production.
In this study, the production of desalted water depended on electrical load at electrical
network, saving energy of this plant represent the energy which used to produce
desalted water through change of electrical load. As shown in Fig (4.23)
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Figure 4.23 desalted water production at peak and minimum load
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Chapter (V)
Conclusions
In this research work, exergy analysis for combined cycle power plant with
desalination plant at different electrical load and different operation condition are
studied. The aim of this study represent saving energy due to imparity between peak
and minimum loads bases on second law of thermodynamic. Mathematical model is
built to determine exergy destruction and exergy efficiency of the main components
for the system and for the overall plant.
1- Exergy analysis for cogeneration plant at different load is carried out. The
results show that the second law efficiency increases form40.78 % to 52.87 %
at minimum load.
Moreover, the second law efficiency increase with increase pressure
extraction, the result show that the second law efficiency increases from 52.87
% at pressure extraction 4 bar to 53.95 % at pressure extraction 6 bar.
2- The second law efficiency increase with increase steam pressure, the result
show that the second law efficiency increases from 56.5 % at steam pressure 50
bar to 56.98 % at pressure 70 bar.
3- The second law efficiency decrease with increase condenser pressure, the result
show that the second law efficiency decreases from 56.98 % at condenser
pressure 0.1 bar to 55.76 %% at condenser pressure 0.3 bar.
4- Exergy losses in open feed water heater, condenser and desuperheaters increase
with increasing boiler pressure and exergy losses in throttling valve decrease.
5- The increase of boiler pressure causes slight increase in exergy losses of steam
turbine.
6- The increase of extraction pressure cause decrease of throttling valve,
desuperheaters and waste heat boiler, while exergy losses in open feed water
heater increase.
7- The increase of extraction pressure causes slight decrease in exergy losses of
steam turbine and condenser.
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8- The increase of condenser pressure cause decrease of exergy losses in steam
turbine, open feed water heater, throttling valve and desuperheaters, while
exergy losses in condenser increase and waste heat boiler remain constant.
9- The peak of exergy loss was found about 25% at combustion chamber.
10- The decrease of pressure ratio cause decrease of exergy losses in low pressure
compressor, high pressure compressor, intercooling process, low gas turbine
and high gas turbine.
11- The decrease of pressure ratio cause increase of exergy destruction in
combustion chamber and waste heat boiler, while exergy destruction in reheat
process decrease compressor, intercooling process, low gas turbine and high gas
turbine.

Recommendation
1- According to results, it can be recommended to build such power plant due
to its response with the variable loading conditions particularly in Libya, and
using the available and extra thermal energy in industry such as water
desalination.
2- Building such plant near cities to use distilled water and also reducing the
environmental damage.
3- Using analysis based on the second law of thermodynamics to analyze
thermal system that enables to determine the losses and make solutions.
(Improving performance).
4- Continual study to network loads in different times and the response of the
plant to sudden changes.
5- Stack flow-gases temperature should not exceed about 160 ℃
6- Using multi pressure waste heat boiler instead single pressure to reduce the
loss in the throttling valve.
7- Study effect of increase feed water heaters on losses and efficiency of the
plant
8- Study effect the other thermal methods of desalination and compared with
this method.
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Proposals for future work
It is believed that the following research point need more investigations:
Applying, thermoeconomic analysis and optimization, which based on exergy analysis
to determine the optimum product cost of the main components and optimum
operation parameters.
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Appendix
The maximum and minimum monthly electrical demand for Libyan electrical
network of the years 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004 and 2007 [14].
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Appendix
Exergy analysis for cogeneration plant
Design program
(Matlab 7.1)

function COGENERATION PLANT
clear
clc
format short g
T1=298;
T1=input('ambient temperature
T1 =');
P1=input('ambient pressure
P1 =');
Ma=input('mass flow rate of air
Ma =');
rp1=input('pressure ratio comp1
rp1 =');
rp2=input('pressure ratio comp2
rp2 =');
T3=input('outlet intercooler tempreature
T3 =');
p5=input('pressure enter high turbine
p5 =');
p6=input('pressure outlet high turbine
p6 =');
p7=input('pressure enter low turbine
p7 =');
p8=input('pressure outlet low turbine
p8 =');
x=input('parcent excess air
x
= ');
px=input('pressure extract from turbine
px = ');
pa=input('pressure input to WHB
pa = ');
pd=input('pressure outlet from ST (condensor pre.)
Pd = ');
p11=input('the pressure input to desuper heated
P11 =');
tb=input ('tempreature required to ST
Tb =
');
pb=input ('pressure outlet from WHB
Pp =
');
tn=input('temperature of brine water out let
Tn =');
xf=input ('Salt concentration in feed seawater
S1
=');
xn=input ('Salt concentration in rejected brine
Sn
=
');
delta_loss=input('delta loss in temperature
lst
=');
tcw=input('temperature of input sea water input
Tcw =');
eata_comb1=.85;
eata_comb2=.85;
eata1=.85;
eata2=.85;
eata_ht=.85;
eata_lt=.85;
Mdd=1;
ka=1.4;
for hour=1:1;
T2=(T1/eata1)*((rp1^((ka-1)/ka))-1)+T1;
t4=(T3/eata2)*((rp2^((ka-1)/ka))-1)+T3;
cp12=(8.314/(28.97*(T2-T1)))*((3.653*(T2-T1))+((-1.337/2)*10^(-3)*(T2^(2)T1^(2)))+((3.294/3)*10^(-6)*(T2^(3)-T1^(3)))-((1.913/4)*10^(-9)*(T2^(4)T1^(4)))+((.2763/5)*10^(-12)*(T2^(5)-T1^(5))));
cp34=(8.314/(28.97*(t4-T3)))*((3.653*(t4-T3))+((-1.337/2)*10^(-3)*(t4^(2)T3^(2)))+((3.294/3)*10^(-6)*(t4^(3)-T3^(3)))-((1.913/4)*10^(-9)*(t4^(4)T3^(4)))+((.2763/5)*10^(-12)*(t4^(5)-T3^(5))));
wc1=Ma*cp12*(T1/eata1)*((rp1^((ka-1)/ka))-1);
wc2=Ma*cp34*(T3/eata2)*((rp2^((ka-1)/ka))-1);
wtotal_c=wc1+wc2;
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% combustion chamber
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hn2=inline('(1.353*10^(-10)*t^4)-(1.445*10^(6)*t^3)+(0.006301*t^2)+(23.93*t)-7446');
ho2=inline('(3.347*10^(-10)*t^4)-(2.464*10^(6)*t^3)+(0.007857*t^2)+(25.16*t)-8180');
hco2=inline('(7.561*10^(-10)*t^4)-(6.174*10^(6)*t^3)+(0.02022*t^2)+(29.28*t)-10680');
hh2o=inline('(-1.692*10^(-10)*t^4)+(8.837*10^(8)*t^3)+(0.006907*t^2)+(27.9*t)-8736');
t=1400;
z=5000000;
k1=0;
l=0;
f3=0;
f4=0;
for k=1:6000;
f1=(-74850+(((2*x)+2)*ho2(t4))+((2+(x*2))*7.52*hn2(t4)))*.9;
f2=-393522+hco2(t)+(2*(241827+hh2o(t)))+((1+x)*7.52*(hn2(t)))+(2*x*(ho2(t)));
g=abs(f1-f2);
if(g<z)
r(k,1:5)=[k1 l f3 f4 z ];
z=g;
l=t;
f3=f1;
f4=f2;
k1=k;
end
t=t+.08;
end
s=[k1 l f3 f4 z ];
t5=s(2);
AFR=((2+2*x)*(32+3.76*28))/16;
Mg=Ma*(1+AFR)/AFR;
Mf=Ma/AFR;
cpg=1.1;
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% high pressure turbine
kg=1.333;
rht=p5/p6;
t6=t5-eata_ht*t5*(1-(1/rht)^((kg-1)/kg));
L6=t6/100;
L5=t5/100;
L4=t4/100;
CPN2_56=(1/(L5-L6))*((39.060*(L5-L6))+(1025.58*(L5^(-0.5)-L6^(-0.5)))(1072.7*(L5^(-1)-L6^(-1)))+(410.2*(L5^(-2)-L6^(-2))));
CPO2_56=(1/(L5-L6))*((37.432*(L5-L6))+((0.020102/2.5)*(L5^(2.5)L6^(2.5)))+((178.57/0.5)*(L5^(-0.5)-L6^(-0.5)))-(236.88*(L5^(-1)-L6^(1))));
CPH20_56=(1/(L5-L6))*((143.05*(L5-L6))-((183.54/1.25)*(L5^(1.25)L6^(1.25)))+((82.751/1.5)*(L5^(1.5)-L6^(1.5)))-((3.6989/2)*(L5^(2)L6^(2))));
CPC2O_56=(1/(L5-L6))*((-3.7357*(L5-L6))+((30.529/1.5)*(L5^(1.5)-L6^(1.5)))((4.1034/2)*(L5^(2)-L6^(2)))+((0.024198/3)*(L5^(3)-L6^(3))));
yn2=(7.52+(x*7.52))/(10.52+(9.52*x));
yo2=(2*x)/(10.52+(9.52*x));
yco2=(1/(10.52+(9.52*x)));
yh2o=(2/(10.52+(9.52*x)));
mol_weight=(28*yn2)+(32*yo2)+(18*yh2o)+(44*yco2);
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cp56=((yn2*CPN2_56)+(yo2*CPO2_56)+(yco2*CPC2O_56)+(yh2o*CPH20_56))/mol_weig
ht;
whgt=cp56*Mg*(t5-t6);
CPN2_45=(1/(L5-L4))*((39.060*(L5-L4))+(1025.58*(L5^(-0.5)-L4^(-0.5)))(1072.7*(L5^(-1)-L4^(-1)))+(410.2*(L5^(-2)-L4^(-2))));
CPO2_45=(1/(L5-L4))*((37.432*(L5-L4))+((0.020102/2.5)*(L5^(2.5)L4^(2.5)))+((178.57/0.5)*(L5^(-0.5)-L4^(-0.5)))-(236.88*(L5^(-1)-L4^(1))));
CPH20_45=(1/(L5-L4))*((143.05*(L5-L4))-((183.54/1.25)*(L5^(1.25)L4^(1.25)))+((82.751/1.5)*(L5^(1.5)-L4^(1.5)))-((3.6989/2)*(L5^(2)L4^(2))));
CPC2O_45=(1/(L5-L4))*((-3.7357*(L5-L4))+((30.529/1.5)*(L5^(1.5)-L4^(1.5)))((4.1034/2)*(L5^(2)-L4^(2)))+((0.024198/3)*(L5^(3)-L4^(3))));
cp45=((yn2*CPN2_45)+(yo2*CPO2_45)+(yco2*CPC2O_45)+(yh2o*CPH20_45))/mol_weig
ht;
Qadd=Mg*cp45*(t5-t4)/eata_comb1;
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% reheat processe
t7=t5;
L6=t6/100;
L7=t7/100;
CPN2_67=(1/(L7-L6))*((39.060*(L7-L6))+(1025.58*(L7^(-0.5)-L6^(-0.5)))(1072.7*(L7^(-1)-L6^(-1)))+(410.2*(L7^(-2)-L6^(-2))));
CPO2_67=(1/(L7-L6))*((37.432*(L7-L6))+((0.020102/2.5)*(L7^(2.5)L6^(2.5)))+((178.57/0.5)*(L7^(-0.5)-L6^(-0.5)))-(236.88*(L7^(-1)-L6^(1))));
CPH20_67=(1/(L7-L6))*((143.05*(L7-L6))-((183.54/1.25)*(L7^(1.25)L6^(1.25)))+((82.751/1.5)*(L7^(1.5)-L6^(1.5)))-((3.6989/2)*(L7^(2)L6^(2))));
CPC2O_67=(1/(L7-L6))*((-3.7357*(L7-L6))+((30.529/1.5)*(L7^(1.5)-L6^(1.5)))((4.1034/2)*(L7^(2)-L6^(2)))+((0.024198/3)*(L7^(3)-L6^(3))));
cp67=((yn2*CPN2_67)+(yo2*CPO2_67)+(yco2*CPC2O_67)+(yh2o*CPH20_67))/mol_weig
ht;
Qre=Mg*cp67*(t7-t6)/eata_comb2;
Qtotal=Qadd+Qre;
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% low pressure turbine
rlt=p7/p8;
t8=t7-eata_lt*t7*(1-(1/rlt)^((kg-1)/kg));
L7=t7/100;
L8=t8/100;
CPN2_78=(1/(L7-L8))*((39.060*(L7-L8))+(1025.58*(L7^(-0.5)-L8^(-0.5)))(1072.7*(L7^(-1)-L8^(-1)))+(410.2*(L7^(-2)-L8^(-2))));
CPO2_78=(1/(L7-L8))*((37.432*(L7-L8))+((0.020102/2.5)*(L7^(2.5)L8^(2.5)))+((178.57/0.5)*(L7^(-0.5)-L8^(-0.5)))-(236.88*(L7^(-1)-L8^(1))));
CPH20_78=(1/(L7-L8))*((143.05*(L7-L8))-((183.54/1.25)*(L7^(1.25)L8^(1.25)))+((82.751/1.5)*(L7^(1.5)-L8^(1.5)))-((3.6989/2)*(L7^(2)L8^(2))));
CPC2O_78=(1/(L7-L8))*((-3.7357*(L7-L8))+((30.529/1.5)*(L7^(1.5)-L8^(1.5)))((4.1034/2)*(L7^(2)-L8^(2)))+((0.024198/3)*(L7^(3)-L8^(3))));
cp78=((yn2*CPN2_78)+(yo2*CPO2_78)+(yco2*CPC2O_78)+(yh2o*CPH20_78))/mol_weig
ht;
wlgt=cp78*Mg*(t7-t8);
wtotal_gt=whgt+wlgt;
wnet_gt=wtotal_gt-wtotal_c;
eata_GT=wnet_gt/Qtotal;
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% heat exchanger and steam turbine
t9=453;
eata_hp=.9;
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hg=XSteam('hl_p',px);
sg=XSteam('sl_p',px);
tg=XSteam('t_ph',px,hg);
has=XSteam('h_ps',pa,sg);
ha=((has-hg)/eata_hp)+hg;
ta=XSteam('t_ph',pa,ha);
hb=XSteam('h_pt',pb,tb);
sb=XSteam('s_pt',pb,tb);
L8=t8/100;
L9=t9/100;
CPN2=(1/(L8-L9))*((39.060*(L8-L9))+(1025.58*(L8^(-0.5)-L9^(-0.5)))(1072.7*(L8^(-1)-L9^(-1)))+(410.2*(L8^(-2)-L9^(-2))));
CPO2=(1/(L8-L9))*((37.432*(L8-L9))+((0.020102/2.5)*(L8^(2.5)L9^(2.5)))+((178.57/0.5)*(L8^(-0.5)-L9^(-0.5)))-(236.88*(L8^(-1)-L9^(1))));
CPH20=(1/(L8-L9))*((143.05*(L8-L9))-((183.54/1.25)*(L8^(1.25)L9^(1.25)))+((82.751/1.5)*(L8^(1.5)-L9^(1.5)))-((3.6989/2)*(L8^(2)L9^(2))));
CPC2O=(1/(L8-L9))*((-3.7357*(L8-L9))+((30.529/1.5)*(L8^(1.5)-L9^(1.5)))((4.1034/2)*(L8^(2)-L9^(2)))+((0.024198/3)*(L8^(3)-L9^(3))));
cp89=((yn2*CPN2)+(yo2*CPO2)+(yco2*CPC2O)+(yh2o*CPH20))/mol_weight;
Ms=(Mg*cp89*(t8-t9))/(hb-ha);
sc=sb;
hc1=XSteam('h_ps',px,sc);
eata_st=.93;
hc=hb-((eata_st)*(hb-hc1));
sd=sb;
hd1=XSteam('h_ps',pd,sd);
hd=hb-eata_st*(hb-hd1);
td=XSteam('t_ph',pd,hd);
hb=XSteam('h_pt',pb,tb);
sb=XSteam('s_pt',pb,tb);
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% low pressure pumo
pe=pd;
he=XSteam('hl_p',pe);
te=XSteam('t_ph',pe,he);
se=XSteam('sl_p',pe);
sf=se;
pf=px;
hf1=XSteam('h_ps',pf,sf);
eata_lp=.9;
hf=((hf1-he)/eata_lp)+he;
tf=XSteam('t_ph',pf,hf);
Mdu=1*(hc-hg)/(hc-hf);
Mcu=1-Mdu;
wstu=(1*hb)-(Mcu*hc)-(Mdu*hd);
wlpu=Mdu*(hf-he);
whpu=1*(ha-hg);
wnet_stu=wstu-wlpu-whpu;
lmax=wnet_gt+(wnet_stu*Ms);
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% open feed water heater
l=270000,
% xx=24:-1:1;
% yy=[3724.137 3948.275 4206.896 4241.379 4241.38 4413.79 4137.93 3913.79
3844.827 3827.586 3858.620 3775.862 3741.379 3758.620 3686.206 3500
3655.172 3465.517 3051.724 2913.793 2965.517 2955.172 3075.862 3344.827];
% % yy=[2293.1 2051.7 1827.6 1806.9 1913.8 1948.3 2189.7 2396.6 2569 2844.8
2869 2844.8 2758.6 2689.7 2637.9 2620.7 2689.7 2844.8 2896.6 3293.1 3120.7
3000 2758.6 2534.5];
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%
%
%
%
%

yy1=yy/4413.79;
% yy1=yy/3293.103
lf=spline(xx,yy1,hour);
l=lf*lmax;
sst=(l)-wnet_gt;
if (sst>=0)
Mgs=sst/wnet_stu;
end
if(sst<0)
Mgs=0;
end
Md=Mgs*(hc-hg)/(hc-hf);
Mc=Mgs-Md;
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% work out put and input
wlp=Md*(hf-he);
whp=Mgs*(ha-hg);
wtotal_p=wlp+whp;
wst=(Mgs*hb)-(Mc*hc)-(Md*hd);
wnet_st=wst-wlp-whp;
eata_overall=(wnet_gt+wnet_st)/Qtotal;
wnet_total=wnet_gt+wnet_st;
M10=Ms-Mgs;
h10=hb;
s10=sb;
h11=h10;
p10=pb;
t10=tb;
s11=XSteam('s_ph',p11,h11);
t11=XSteam('t_ph',p11,h11);
s12=XSteam('sl_p',p11);
h12=XSteam('hl_p',p11);
p13=p11;
p12=p11;
t12=XSteam('t_ph',p12,h12);
h13=XSteam('hv_p',p13);
s13=XSteam('sv_p',p13);
M12=(M10*(h11-h13))/(h13-h12);
M13=M12+M10;
h14=XSteam('hl_p',p13);
s14=XSteam('sl_p',p13);
t13=XSteam('t_ph',p13,h13);
t14=XSteam('t_ph',p13,h14);
M14=M13;
M16=M12;
M15=M10;
h15=h14;
s15=s14;
t15=t14;
wps=M15*(ha-h15);
eata_ST=wnet_st/(Mgs*(hb-ha));
% ==================================================================
n=14;
Msd=M13;
ts=t13;
n=14;
Mfd=(xn/(xn-xf))*Mdd;
Mbd=Mfd-Mdd;
deta_t=(ts-tn);
u=2.4;
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sum=0;
for i=1:n;
sum=sum+(1/u);
u=0.98*u;
end
u=2.4;
delta_t1=(ts-tn)/(u*sum);
delta_t2=(delta_t1*u/(.98*u));
delta_t3=(delta_t1*u/(.98^2*u));
delta_t4=(delta_t1*u/(.98^3*u));
delta_t5=(delta_t1*u/(.98^4*u));
delta_t6=(delta_t1*u/(.98^5*u));
delta_t7=(delta_t1*u/(.98^6*u));
delta_t8=(delta_t1*u/(.98^7*u));
delta_t9=(delta_t1*u/(.98^8*u));
delta_t10=(delta_t1*u/(.98^9*u));
delta_t11=(delta_t1*u/(.98^10*u));
delta_t12=(delta_t1*u/(.98^11*u));
delta_t13=(delta_t1*u/(.98^12*u));
delta_t14=(delta_t1*u/(.98^13*u));
for y=1:15;
t1d=ts-delta_t1;
t2d=t1d-delta_t2;
t3d=t2d-delta_t3;
t4d=t3d-delta_t4;
t5d=t4d-delta_t5;
t6d=t5d-delta_t6;
t7d=t6d-delta_t7;
t8d=t7d-delta_t8;
t9d=t8d-delta_t9;
t10d=t9d-delta_t10;
t11d=t10d-delta_t11;
t12d=t11d-delta_t12;
t13d=t12d-delta_t13;
t14d=t13d-delta_t14;
lms=2499.5698-2.204864*ts-0.002304*ts^2;
lmv=inline('2499.5698-2.204864*t-0.002304*t^2');
d1=Mdd/(1+(lmv(t1d)/lmv(t2d))+(lmv(t1d)/lmv(t3d))+(lmv(t1d)/lmv(t4d))+(lmv(
t1d)/lmv(t5d))+(lmv(t1d)/lmv(t6d))+(lmv(t1d)/lmv(t7d))+(lmv(t1d)/lmv(t8d)+(
lmv(t1d)/lmv(t9d))+(lmv(t1d)/lmv(t10d))+(lmv(t1d)/lmv(t11d))+(lmv(t1d)/lmv(
t12d))+(lmv(t1d)/lmv(t13d))+(lmv(t1d)/lmv(t14d))));
d2=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t2d);
d3=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t3d);
d4=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t4d);
d5=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t5d);
d6=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t6d);
d7=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t7d);
d8=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t8d);
d9=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t9d);
d10=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t10d);
d11=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t11d);
d12=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t12d);
d13=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t13d);
d14=d1*lmv(t1d)/lmv(t14d);
Md_check=d1+d2+d3+d4+d5+d6+d7+d8+d9+d10+d11+d12+d13+d14;
bn=(xf/(xn-xf))*Mdd;
Mfd=Mdd+bn;
b1=Mfd-d1;
b2=b1-d2 ;
b3=b2-d3;
b4=b3-d4;
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b5=b4-d5;
b6=b5-d6;
b7=b6-d7;
b8=b7-d8;
b9=b8-d9;
b10=b9-d10;
b11=b10-d11;
b12=b11-d12;
b13=b12-d13;
b14=b13-d14;
x1=xf*Mfd/b1;
x2=xf*Mfd/b2;
x3=xf*Mfd/b3;
x4=xf*Mfd/b4;
x5=xf*Mfd/b5;
x6=xf*Mfd/b6;
x7=xf*Mfd/b7;
x8=xf*Mfd/b8;
x9=xf*Mfd/b9;
x10=xf*Mfd/b10;
x11=xf*Mfd/b11;
x12=xf*Mfd/b12;
x13=xf*Mfd/b13;
x14=xf*Mfd/b14;
A1=((d1*lmv(t1d))+(4.2*Mfd*5))/(u*(ts-t1d));
A2=d2*lmv(t2d)/(u*0.98*(delta_t2-delta_loss));
A3=d3*lmv(t3d)/(u*0.98^2*(delta_t3-delta_loss));
A4=d4*lmv(t4d)/(u*0.98^3*(delta_t4-delta_loss));
A5=d5*lmv(t5d)/(u*0.98^4*(delta_t5-delta_loss));
A6=d6*lmv(t6d)/(u*0.98^5*(delta_t6-delta_loss));
A7=d7*lmv(t7d)/(u*0.98^6*(delta_t7-delta_loss));
A8=d8*lmv(t8d)/(u*0.98^7*(delta_t8-delta_loss));
A9=d9*lmv(t9d)/(u*0.98^8*(delta_t9-delta_loss));
A10=d10*lmv(t10d)/(u*0.98^9*(delta_t10-delta_loss));
A11=d11*lmv(t11d)/(u*0.98^10*(delta_t11-delta_loss));
A12=d12*lmv(t12d)/(u*0.98^11*(delta_t12-delta_loss));
A13=d13*lmv(t13d)/(u*0.98^12*(delta_t13-delta_loss));
A14=d14*lmv(t14d)/(u*0.98^13*(delta_t14-delta_loss));
Am=(A1+A2+A3+A4+A5+A6+A7+A8+A9+A10+A11+A12+A13+A14)/14;
delta_t1=delta_t1*(A1/Am);
delta_t2=delta_t2*(A2/Am);
delta_t3=delta_t3*(A3/Am);
delta_t4=delta_t4*(A4/Am);
delta_t5=delta_t5*(A5/Am);
delta_t6=delta_t6*(A6/Am);
delta_t7=delta_t7*(A7/Am);
delta_t8=delta_t8*(A8/Am);
delta_t9=delta_t9*(A9/Am);
delta_t10=delta_t10*(A10/Am);
delta_t11=delta_t11*(A11/Am);
delta_t12=delta_t12*(A12/Am);
delta_t13=delta_t13*(A13/Am);
delta_t14=delta_t14*(A14/Am);
end
tf1=tcw+10;
tf=tf1+45;
Msd=((d1*lmv(t1d))+4.2*Mfd*(t1d-tf))/lms;
pr=Mdd/Msd;
Qc=lmv(t14d)*d14;
M_water_des=M13*pr;
LMTD=(tf-tcw)/log((t14d-delta_loss-tcw)/(t14d-delta_loss-tf1));
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Uc=2;
Ac=Qc/(Uc*(LMTD));
SA=(A1+A2+A3+A4+A5+A6+A7+A8+A9+A10+A11+A12+A13+A14+Ac)/Mdd;
Mcw=(Qc/(4.2*(tf1-tcw)))-Mfd;
% ========================================================================
p2=rp1*P1;
LHV=50020;
p3=p2;
p4=rp2*p3;
t2=T1+(T1*(((rp1)^((ka-1)/ka))-1)/eata1);
h_air=inline('(-0.0000000001355*t^4)+(0.0000003582*t^3)+(0.0002361*t^2)+(1.064*t)-(6.445)');
s_air=inline('(-0.000000000004494*t^4)+(0.00000001209*t^3)+(0.00001327*t^2)+(0.008499*t)+(0.05656)');
% EXERGY OF POINT 2
h2=h_air(t2);
s2=s_air(t2);
exergy_2=Ma*((h_air(t2)-h_air(298))-(298*(s_air(t2)-s_air(298)0.287*log(p2/P1))));
chem_exergy2=0;
totalexergy_2=exergy_2+chem_exergy2;
% EXERGY OF POINT 3
h3=h_air(T3);
s3=s_air(T3);
exergy_3=Ma*((h_air(T3)-h_air(298))-(298*(s_air(T3)-s_air(298)0.287*log(p3/P1))));
chem_exergy3=0;
totalexergy_3=exergy_3+chem_exergy3;
% EXERGY OF POINT 4
h4=h_air(t4);
s4=s_air(t4);
exergy_4=Ma*((h_air(t4)-h_air(298))-(298*(s_air(t4)-s_air(298)0.2874*log(p4/P1))));
chem_exergy4=0;
totalexergy_4=exergy_4+chem_exergy4;
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------% PHESCAL EXERGY OF POINT (5)
chem_exergy_fuel=1.05*(Mg-Ma)*LHV;
s_n2=inline('(5.212*10^(-15)*t^5)+(-3.86*10^(-11)*t^4)+(1.137*10^(7)*t^3)+(-0.0001738*t^2)+(0.167*t)+(154.6)');
s_h2o=inline('(5.709*10^(-15)*t^5)+(-4.255*10^(-11)*t^4)+(1.258*10^(7)*t^3)+(-0.0001925*t^2)+(0.1897*t)+(146.5)');
s_o2=inline('(4.352*10^(-15)*t^5)+(-3.25*10^(-11)*t^4)+(9.758*10^(8)*t^3)+(-0.0001553*t^2)+(0.1606*t)+(168.8)');
s_co2=inline('(3.728*10^(-15)*t^5)+(-2.869*10^(-11)*t^4)+(9.033*10^(8)*t^3)+(-0.0001566*t^2)+(0.1923*t)+(168.3)');
yn2=(7.52+(x*7.52))/(10.52+(9.52*x));
yo2=(2*x)/(10.52+(9.52*x));
yco2=(1/(10.52+(9.52*x)));
yh2o=(2/(10.52+(9.52*x)));
TT1=T1/100;
tt5=t5/100;
tt6=t6/100;
tt7=t7/100;
tt8=t8/100;
tt9=t9/100;
smo=(yn2*((39.060*log(TT1))+(341.86*TT1^(-1.5))-(536.35*TT1^(2))+(273.466666666*TT1^(3))))+(yo2*((37.432*log(TT1))+(.013401333*TT1^(1.5))+(119.0466667*TT1^(1.5))-(118.44*TT1^(-2))))+(yh2o*((143.05*log(TT1))-
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(734.16*TT1^(0.25))+(165.502*TT1^(0.5))-(3.6989*TT1))+(yco2*((3.7357*log(TT1))+(61.058*TT1^(0.5))-(4.1034*TT1)+(.012099*TT1^(2)))));
sm5=(yn2*((39.060*log(tt5))+(341.86*tt5^(-1.5))-(536.35*tt5^(2))+(273.466666666*tt5^(3))))+(yo2*((37.432*log(tt5))+(.013401333*tt5^(1.5))+(119.0466667*tt5^(1.5))-(118.44*tt5^(-2))))+(yh2o*((143.05*log(tt5))(734.16*tt5^(0.25))+(165.502*tt5^(0.5))-(3.6989*tt5))+(yco2*((3.7357*log(tt5))+(61.058*tt5^(0.5))-(4.1034*tt5)+(.012099*tt5^(2)))));
sm6=(yn2*((39.060*log(tt6))+(341.86*tt6^(-1.5))-(536.35*tt6^(2))+(273.466666666*tt6^(3))))+(yo2*((37.432*log(tt6))+(.013401333*tt6^(1.5))+(119.0466667*tt6^(1.5))-(118.44*tt6^(-2))))+(yh2o*((143.05*log(tt6))(734.16*tt6^(0.25))+(165.502*tt6^(0.5))-(3.6989*tt6))+(yco2*((3.7357*log(tt6))+(61.058*tt6^(0.5))-(4.1034*tt6)+(.012099*tt6^(2)))));
sm7=(yn2*((39.060*log(tt7))+(341.86*tt7^(-1.5))-(536.35*tt7^(2))+(273.466666666*tt7^(3))))+(yo2*((37.432*log(tt7))+(.013401333*tt7^(1.5))+(119.0466667*tt7^(1.5))-(118.44*tt7^(-2))))+(yh2o*((143.05*log(tt7))(734.16*tt7^(0.25))+(165.502*tt7^(0.5))-(3.6989*tt7))+(yco2*((3.7357*log(tt7))+(61.058*tt7^(0.5))-(4.1034*tt7)+(.012099*tt7^(2)))));
sm8=(yn2*((39.060*log(tt8))+(341.86*tt8^(-1.5))-(536.35*tt8^(2))+(273.466666666*tt8^(3))))+(yo2*((37.432*log(tt8))+(.013401333*tt8^(1.5))+(119.0466667*tt8^(1.5))-(118.44*tt8^(-2))))+(yh2o*((143.05*log(tt8))(734.16*tt8^(0.25))+(165.502*tt8^(0.5))-(3.6989*tt8))+(yco2*((3.7357*log(tt8))+(61.058*tt8^(0.5))-(4.1034*tt8)+(.012099*tt8^(2)))));
sm9=(yn2*((39.060*log(tt9))+(341.86*tt9^(-1.5))-(536.35*tt9^(2))+(273.466666666*tt9^(3))))+(yo2*((37.432*log(tt9))+(.013401333*tt9^(1.5))+(119.0466667*tt9^(1.5))-(118.44*tt9^(-2))))+(yh2o*((143.05*log(tt9))(734.16*tt9^(0.25))+(165.502*tt9^(0.5))-(3.6989*tt9))+(yco2*((3.7357*log(tt9))+(61.058*tt9^(0.5))-(4.1034*tt9)+(.012099*tt9^(2)))));
dlta_h5=(yn2*hn2(t5))+(yo2*ho2(t5))+(yh2o*hh2o(t5))+(yco2)*hco2(t5);
total_exergy_perkmol_5=(dlta_h5)-(T1*(sm5-smo-(8.314*log(p5/P1))));
mol_weight=(28*yn2)+(32*yo2)+(18*yh2o)+(44*yco2);
total_exergy5=(total_exergy_perkmol_5/mol_weight)*Mg;
hoo=(((yn2*hn2(T1))+(yo2*ho2(T1))+(yco2*hco2(T1))+(yh2o*hh2o(T1)))/mol_weig
ht);
h5=(((yn2*hn2(t5))+(yo2*ho2(t5))+(yco2*hco2(t5))+(yh2o*hh2o(t5)))/mol_weigh
t)+hoo;
s5=(((yn2*s_n2(t5))+(yo2*s_o2(t5))+(yco2*s_co2(t5))+(yh2o*s_h2o(t5)))/mol_w
eight);
% CHEMCAL EXERGY OF POINT (5)
yn2_e=0.7567;
yo2_e=0.2035;
yh2o_e=0.0303;
yco2_e=0.0003;
chem_exergy_5=Mg*(8.314*T1*((yn2*log(yn2/yn2_e))+(yo2*log(yo2/yo2_e))+(yh2o
*log(yh2o/yh2o_e))+(yco2*log(yco2/yco2_e))))/mol_weight;
totalexergy_5=total_exergy5+chem_exergy_5;
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------dlta_h6=(yn2*hn2(t6))+(yo2*ho2(t6))+(yh2o*hh2o(t6))+(yco2)*hco2(t6);
total_exergy_perkmol_6=(dlta_h6)-(T1*(sm6-smo-(8.314*log(p6/P1))));
total_exergy6=(total_exergy_perkmol_6/mol_weight)*Mg;
h6=(((yn2*hn2(t6))+(yo2*ho2(t6))+(yco2*hco2(t6))+(yh2o*hh2o(t6)))/mol_weigh
t)+hoo;
s6=(((yn2*s_n2(t6))+(yo2*s_o2(t6))+(yco2*s_co2(t6))+(yh2o*s_h2o(t6)))/mol_w
eight);
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------% CHEMCAL EXERGY OF POINT (6)
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chem_exergy_6=Mg*(8.314*T1*((yn2*log(yn2/yn2_e))+(yo2*log(yo2/yo2_e))+(yh2o
*log(yh2o/yh2o_e))+(yco2*log(yco2/yco2_e))))/mol_weight;
totalexergy_6=total_exergy6+chem_exergy_6;
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------dlta_h7=(yn2*hn2(t7))+(yo2*ho2(t7))+(yh2o*hh2o(t7))+(yco2)*hco2(t7);
total_exergy_perkmol_7=(dlta_h7)-(T1*(sm7-smo-(8.314*log(p7/P1))));
total_exergy7=(total_exergy_perkmol_7/mol_weight)*Mg;
h7=(((yn2*hn2(t7))+(yo2*ho2(t7))+(yco2*hco2(t7))+(yh2o*hh2o(t7)))/mol_weigh
t)+hoo;
s7=(((yn2*s_n2(t7))+(yo2*s_o2(t7))+(yco2*s_co2(t7))+(yh2o*s_h2o(t7)))/mol_w
eight);
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------% CHEMCAL EXERGY OF POINT (7)
chem_exergy_7=Mg*(8.314*T1*((yn2*log(yn2/yn2_e))+(yo2*log(yo2/yo2_e))+(yh2o
*log(yh2o/yh2o_e))+(yco2*log(yco2/yco2_e))))/mol_weight;
totalexergy_7=total_exergy7+chem_exergy_7;
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------dlta_h8=(yn2*hn2(t8))+(yo2*ho2(t8))+(yh2o*hh2o(t8))+(yco2)*hco2(t8);
total_exergy_perkmol_8=(dlta_h8)-(T1*(sm8-smo-(8.314*log(p8/P1))));
total_exergy8=(total_exergy_perkmol_8/mol_weight)*Mg;
h8=(((yn2*hn2(t8))+(yo2*ho2(t8))+(yco2*hco2(t8))+(yh2o*hh2o(t8)))/mol_weigh
t)+hoo;
s8=(((yn2*s_n2(t8))+(yo2*s_o2(t8))+(yco2*s_co2(t8))+(yh2o*s_h2o(t8)))/mol_w
eight);
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% CHEMCAL EXERGY OF POINT (8)
chem_exergy_8=Mg*(8.314*T1*((yn2*log(yn2/yn2_e))+(yo2*log(yo2/yo2_e))+(yh2o
*log(yh2o/yh2o_e))+(yco2*log(yco2/yco2_e))))/mol_weight;
totalexergy_8=total_exergy8+chem_exergy_8;
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% PHESCAL EXERGY OF POINT (9)
t9=415;
p9=1.0133;
dlta_h9=(yn2*hn2(t9))+(yo2*ho2(t9))+(yh2o*hh2o(t9))+(yco2)*hco2(t9);
total_exergy_perkmol_9=(dlta_h9)-(T1*(sm9-smo-(8.314*log(p9/P1))));
total_exergy9=(total_exergy_perkmol_9/mol_weight)*Mg;
h9=(((yn2*hn2(t9))+(yo2*ho2(t9))+(yco2*hco2(t9))+(yh2o*hh2o(t9)))/mol_weigh
t)+hoo;
s9=(((yn2*s_n2(t9))+(yo2*s_o2(t9))+(yco2*s_co2(t9))+(yh2o*s_h2o(t9)))/mol_w
eight);
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------% CHEMCAL EXERGY OF POINT (9)
chem_exergy_9=Mg*(8.314*T1*((yn2*log(yn2/yn2_e))+(yo2*log(yo2/yo2_e))+(yh2o
*log(yh2o/yh2o_e))+(yco2*log(yco2/yco2_e))))/mol_weight;
totalexergy_9=total_exergy9+chem_exergy_9;
% ===========================================================
% compressor1
opsy_c1l=wc1-(totalexergy_2);
eataex_c1=(totalexergy_2/wc1);
% ------------------------------------------------------------% intercooling
opsy_lintercool=totalexergy_2-totalexergy_3;
% =============================================================
% compressor2
opsy_c2l=wc2+(totalexergy_3-totalexergy_4);
eataex_c2=((totalexergy_4-totalexergy_3)/wc2);
% ==============================================================
% combustion chamber
opsy_lcomb=chem_exergy_fuel+totalexergy_4-totalexergy_5;
eataex_comb=(totalexergy_5-totalexergy_4)/chem_exergy_fuel;
% =================================================================
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% high pressure gas turbine
opsy_lhgt=(totalexergy_5-totalexergy_6)-whgt;
eataex_hgt=whgt/(totalexergy_5-totalexergy_6);
% ===================================================================
% reheat process
opsy_lreheat=totalexergy_6-totalexergy_7+Qre;
eataex_reheat=(totalexergy_7-totalexergy_6)/Qre;
% ====================================================================
% low pressure gas turbine
opsy_llgt=(totalexergy_7-totalexergy_8)-wlgt;
eataex_lgt=wlgt/(totalexergy_7-totalexergy_8);
% ======================================================================
% point (g)
ho=XSteam('h_pt',1.0133,25);
so=XSteam('s_pt',1.0133,25);
exergy_g=Mgs*((hg-ho)-(T1*(sg-so)));
chem_exergy_g=(Mgs*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_g=exergy_g+chem_exergy_g;
% point (a)
sa=XSteam('s_ph',pa,ha);
exergy_a=Mgs*((ha-ho)-(T1*(sa-so)));
chem_exergy_a=(Mgs*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_a=exergy_a+chem_exergy_a;
% point (b)
exergy_b=Mgs*((hb-ho)-(T1*(sb-so)));
chem_exergy_b=(Mgs*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_b=exergy_b+chem_exergy_b;
% point (c)
sc1=XSteam('s_ph',px,hc);
tc=XSteam('t_ph',px,hc);
exergy_c=Mc*((hc-ho)-(T1*(sc1-so)));
chem_exergy_c=(Mc*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_c=exergy_c+chem_exergy_c;
% point (d)
sd1=XSteam('s_ph',pd,hd);
exergy_d=Md*((hd-ho)-(T1*(sd1-so)));
chem_exergy_d=(Md*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d=exergy_d+chem_exergy_d;
% point (e)
exergy_e=Md*((he-ho)-(T1*(se-so)));
chem_exergy_e=Md*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303)))/18;
totalexergy_e=exergy_e+chem_exergy_e;
% point (f)
sf1=XSteam('s_ph',pf,hf);
exergy_f=Md*((hf-ho)-(T1*(sf1-so)));
chem_exergy_f=Md*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303)))/18;
totalexergy_f=exergy_f+chem_exergy_f;
% EXERGY OF THROTTLING VALVES
exergy_10=M10*((hb-ho)-(T1*(sb-so)));
chem_exergy_10=(M10*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
h10=hb;
s10=sb;
h11=h10;
totalexergy_10=exergy_10+chem_exergy_10;
s11=XSteam('s_ph',p11,h11);
exergy_11=M10*((h11-ho)-(T1*(s11-so)));
chem_exergy_11=M10*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303)))/18;
totalexergy_11=exergy_11+chem_exergy_11;
% EXERGY OF desuperheated point (12)
exergy_12=M12*((h12-ho)-(T1*(s12-so)));
chem_exergy_12=M12*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303)))/18;
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totalexergy_12=exergy_12+chem_exergy_12;
% EXERGY OF desuperheated point (13)
exergy_13=M13*((h13-ho)-(T1*(s13-so)));
chem_exergy_13=M13*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303)))/18;
totalexergy_13=exergy_13+chem_exergy_13;
% EXERGY OF desuperheated point (14)
exergy_14=M13*((h14-ho)-(T1*(s14-so)));
chem_exergy_14=M13*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303)))/18;
totalexergy_14=exergy_14+chem_exergy_14;
% EXERGY OF desuperheated point (15)
exergy_15=M10*((h15-ho)-(T1*(s15-so)));
chem_exergy_15=M10*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303)))/18;
totalexergy_15=exergy_15+chem_exergy_15;
% EXERGY OF desuperheated point (17)
exergy_17=M10*((ha-ho)-(T1*(sa-so)));
chem_exergy_17=M10*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303)))/18;
totalexergy_17=exergy_17+chem_exergy_17;
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd1=XSteam('hl_t',t1d);
sd1=XSteam('sl_t',t1d);
exergy_d1=M13*d1*((hd1-ho)-(T1*(sd1-so)));
chem_exergy_d1=(M13*d1*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d1=exergy_d1+chem_exergy_d1;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd2=XSteam('hl_t',t2d);
sd2=XSteam('sl_t',t2d);
exergy_d2=M13*d2*((hd2-ho)-(T1*(sd2-so)));
chem_exergy_d2=(M13*d2*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d2=exergy_d2+chem_exergy_d2;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd3=XSteam('hl_t',t3d);
sd3=XSteam('sl_t',t3d);
exergy_d3=M13*d3*((hd3-ho)-(T1*(sd3-so)));
chem_exergy_d3=(M13*d3*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d3=exergy_d3+chem_exergy_d3;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd4=XSteam('hl_t',t4d);
sd4=XSteam('sl_t',t4d);
exergy_d4=M13*d4*((hd4-ho)-(T1*(sd4-so)));
chem_exergy_d4=(M13*d4*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d4=exergy_d4+chem_exergy_d4;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd5=XSteam('hl_t',t5d);
sd5=XSteam('sl_t',t5d);
exergy_d5=M13*d5*((hd5-ho)-(T1*(sd5-so)));
chem_exergy_d5=(M13*d5*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d5=exergy_d5+chem_exergy_d5;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd6=XSteam('hl_t',t6d);
sd6=XSteam('sl_t',t6d);
exergy_d6=M13*d6*((hd6-ho)-(T1*(sd6-so)));
chem_exergy_d6=(M13*d6*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d6=exergy_d6+chem_exergy_d6;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd7=XSteam('hl_t',t7d);
sd7=XSteam('sl_t',t7d);
exergy_d7=M13*d7*((hd7-ho)-(T1*(sd7-so)));
chem_exergy_d7=(M13*d7*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d7=exergy_d7+chem_exergy_d7;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
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hd8=XSteam('hl_t',t8d);
sd8=XSteam('sl_t',t8d);
exergy_d8=M13*d8*((hd8-ho)-(T1*(sd8-so)));
chem_exergy_d8=(M13*d8*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d8=exergy_d8+chem_exergy_d8;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd9=XSteam('hl_t',t9d);
sd9=XSteam('sl_t',t9d);
exergy_d9=M13*d9*((hd9-ho)-(T1*(sd9-so)));
chem_exergy_d9=(M13*d9*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d9=exergy_d9+chem_exergy_d9;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd10=XSteam('hl_t',t10d);
sd10=XSteam('sl_t',t10d);
exergy_d10=M13*d10*((hd10-ho)-(T1*(sd10-so)));
chem_exergy_d10=(M13*d10*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d10=exergy_d10+chem_exergy_d10;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd11=XSteam('hl_t',t11d);
sd11=XSteam('sl_t',t11d);
exergy_d11=M13*d11*((hd11-ho)-(T1*(sd11-so)));
chem_exergy_d11=(M13*d11*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d11=exergy_d11+chem_exergy_d11;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd12=XSteam('hl_t',t12d);
sd12=XSteam('sl_t',t12d);
exergy_d12=M13*d12*((hd12-ho)-(T1*(sd12-so)));
chem_exergy_d12=(M13*d12*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d12=exergy_d12+chem_exergy_d12;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd13=XSteam('hl_t',t13d);
sd13=XSteam('sl_t',t13d);
exergy_d13=M13*d13*((hd13-ho)-(T1*(sd13-so)));
chem_exergy_d13=(M13*d13*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d13=exergy_d13+chem_exergy_d13;
% exergy analysis for desalination unit
hd14=XSteam('hl_t',t14d);
sd14=XSteam('sl_t',t14d);
exergy_d14=M13*d14*((hd14-ho)-(T1*(sd14-so)));
chem_exergy_d14=(M13*d14*((-237180+228590)+(8.314*T1*log(1/0.0303))))/18;
totalexergy_d14=exergy_d14+chem_exergy_d14;
% =========================================================================
% waste heat boiler
opsy_lheatex=(totalexergy_17+totalexergy_a)+totalexergy_8-totalexergy_9totalexergy_10-totalexergy_b;
eataex_heatex=((totalexergy_10+totalexergy_b)(totalexergy_17+totalexergy_a))/(totalexergy_8-totalexergy_9);
% =========================================================================
opsy_lpoin9=total_exergy9;
% steam turbine
opsy_lsteamt =totalexergy_b-totalexergy_c-totalexergy_d-wst;
eataex_steamt=wst/(totalexergy_b-totalexergy_c-totalexergy_d);
% =========================================================================
% condenser
opsy_lcondenser=totalexergy_d-totalexergy_e;
% =========================================================================
% low pressure pump
opsy_llprepum =totalexergy_e+wlp-totalexergy_f;
eataex_lprepum=(totalexergy_f-totalexergy_e)/(wlp);
% =========================================================================
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%open feed water heater
opsy_lopenfeed =totalexergy_f+totalexergy_c-totalexergy_g;
eataex_openfeed=(totalexergy_g)/(totalexergy_f+totalexergy_c);
% =========================================================================
% high pressure pump
opsy_lhprepum =totalexergy_g+whp-totalexergy_a;
eataex_hprepum=(totalexergy_a-totalexergy_g)/(whp);
% =========================================================================
% ttrotal valve
opsy_lttrotvalv =totalexergy_10-whp-totalexergy_11;
eataex_ttrotvalv=(totalexergy_11)/(totalexergy_10);
% =========================================================================
% desupper heated
opsy_ldesuppe =totalexergy_11+totalexergy_12-totalexergy_13;
eataex_desuppe=(totalexergy_13)/(totalexergy_12+totalexergy_11);
% =========================================================================
% desalination
opsy_deta=totalexergy_13-totalexergy_14;
% =========================================================================
%pump for desalination
opsy_ldespumo =totalexergy_15+wps-totalexergy_17;
eataex_despumo=(totalexergy_17-totalexergy_15)/(wps);
ETEA=(wnet_st+wnet_gt-wps+opsy_deta)/(chem_exergy_fuel+Qre);
ETEA_WITHOUT=(wnet_st+wnet_gt)/(chem_exergy_fuel+Qre);
total_l=opsy_c1l+opsy_lintercool+opsy_c2l+opsy_lcomb+opsy_lhgt+opsy_lreheat
+opsy_llgt+opsy_lheatex+opsy_lsteamt+opsy_lcondenser+opsy_llprepum+opsy_lop
enfeed+opsy_lhprepum+opsy_lttrotvalv+opsy_ldesuppe+opsy_ldespumo+opsy_lpoin
9 ;
total_lwithout=opsy_c1l+opsy_lintercool+opsy_c2l+opsy_lcomb+opsy_lhgt+opsy_
lreheat+opsy_llgt+opsy_lheatex+opsy_lsteamt+opsy_lcondenser+opsy_llprepum+o
psy_lopenfeed+opsy_lhprepum+opsy_lttrotvalv+opsy_ldesuppe+opsy_ldespumo+ops
y_lpoin9+opsy_deta;
% =========================================================================
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